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Wright Valley—geoscience workshop of a continent
In the early years of this century the scientists of

the three expeditions to the Ross Sea region of Ant-
arctica—Scott's expeditions of 1902-1904 and 1910-
1913 and Shackleton's of 1907-1908—did some of
their most impressive work in the Transantarctic
Mountains west of McMurdo Sound. Taylor, Deben-
ham, Wright, and Priestly set the stage for much of
the work that has been accomplished since then. The
first seen of the ice-free valleys, Taylor Valley, in-
trigued them greatly, but they did not have the oppor-
tunity to discover the even more fascinating area
north of the Asgard Range.

The U.S. Navy's Operation High jump of 1946-
1947 took many excellent photographs of parts of this
ice-free area, but the significance of the valleys did
not attract much attention until the International
Geophysical Year. At the end of 1956 surveyors of the
New Zealand part of the Commonwealth Trans-Ant-
arctic Expedition occupied two stations overlooking
the valley that later became known as Wright Valley.
In 1957, as part of the U.S. IGY work, Dr. Troy L.
Péwé reconnoitered much of the ice-free area and,
from his studies, documented the multiple glaciation
of the valleys. During this field work, he entered
Wright Valley (which he referred to, orally at least,
as "The Grand Canyon of Antarctica"), the first scien-
tist to do so. At about the same time Dr. Robert L.
Nichols was working on geomorphology and glacial
geology problems on the coast of southern Victoria
Land, and Peter N. Webb, then a geology undergradu-
ate, made the most of a splendid opportunity to under-
take the first field work in the Victoria Valley system.

In 1958 Dr. Nichols worked in the eastern end of
Wright Valley, and Peter Webb, Barry McKelvey,
and I attempted a reconnaissance of the whole valley
and of the Victoria Valley system. We found evidence
of multiple glaciations, which we explained in terms
of changes in climate and in the elevation of the ice
sheet and the sea level.

In the next decade Wright Valley claimed a greater
population of earth scientists than any other area of
Antarctica. The hard-rock geologists working there
and elsewhere in the Transantarctic Mountains found
evidence that the region had been subjected to uplift
in the last few million years. Dr. George Denton,
using volcanic events dated by potassium-argon meth-
ods, and related to glacial events, established an out-
line chronology for the glacial history and showed that
the glaciations also spanned the last few million years.
He and many others, notably Dr. Parker Calkin,
made excellent detailed glacial geology studies in the
valleys north and south of Wright Valley—but the

explanations of the glacier variations still ignored the
uplift.

One of the most puzzling features in Wright Valley
had always been the pecten deposits, near the middle
of the valley, found by Dr. Nichols in 1958. Both he
and I devised ingenious explanations of how the pec-
ten got there, still in terms of a stable land mass, and
for some time we believed the explanations. In 1968,
however, Dr. Webb discovered foraminifera associated
with the pectens, and his work then and early this
year has demolished the Pecten Glaciation and has
substituted a fjord in the valley at that time. The
fjord water may have been 600 meters deep at some
times. I don't think the glacial geologists can ignore
uplift any longer;

Quite independently of Peter Webb, Mr. Maurice
McSaveney had come to the same conclusion, that the
Pecten Glaciation did not exist, although much of his
evidence comes from a different part of the valley. It
is fitting that alongside Webb's paper appears the
McSaveneys' contribution. Kelly Brooks also raises
the same doubts about the Pecten Glaciation, although
some of his conclusions on the origin of the material
underlying the Pecten gravels differ from those of
Webb and the McSaveneys.

I am particularly pleased to introduce this issue of
the Antarctic Journal: most of it deals with the ice-
free valleys, and most of the articles are by people
with whom I have worked closely. The contribution
by Drs. Robert Fleck, Lois Jones, and Robert Behling
ties down a little more firmly our knowledge of the
glacial chronology of Wright Valley. Dr. Behling's
brief paper summarizes a vast amount of careful work
in the field and in the laboratory and is an excellent
approach to the use of weathering criteria in a quan-
titative, rather than the usual qualitative, manner. In
the years to come his methods will be used widely over
the ice-free areas.

The article by Drs. Cameron, Morelli, and Randall
shows that good nongeological work is also being
undertaken in the valley—and presumably the area is
as fascinating to the biologists as it is to the geologists.

Lastly, it is fitting that the article by Charles Neider
is also included in this issue, for it rounds out the
story of 60 years of effort in the ice-free valleys. For
fullest enjoyment, his story of a walk in Taylor Valley
should be read alongside that of the first walk along
the valley—by Griffith Taylor, Charles Wright, and
Frank Debenham in 1911.

C0LIN BULL
The Ohio State University
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P. N. Webb

Figure 1. In the upper part of the plate, quartz grains from the basal silt unit and the "Pecten gravels." Note the sharp angular
outline, high relief, smooth featureless surfaces, and straight and arc-shaped fractures, all regarded as features indicative of a
glacial origin. In the lower part are a variety of carbonate structures which may have an organic origin and could be holothurian
spicules. In the lower right is a fragment of Chlamys tuftsensis, showing evidence of intense predation, perhaps by a clionid sponge.
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Wright Fjord, Pliocene marine invasion
of an antarctic dry valley

PETER N. WEBB
New Zealand Geological Survey

Lower Hutt
During the initial phase of the Dry Valley Drilling

Project fieldwork centered on improving paleontol-
ogical control of late Cenozoic sediments in Wright
Valley (McGinnis et al., 1972). The initial results of
micropaleontological investigations are provided in
Webb, 1972.

Particular attention was focused on the stratotype
of the Pecten glacial episode or glaciation (Nichols,
1964, 1965, 1971), firstly because this is the only
known fossiliferous deposit in Wright Valley, secondly
because a more accurate date on this deposit would
provide a valuable clue to the minimum age for the
cessation of west-to-east trunk glaciation, and thirdly
because Nichols's (1971) argument—that "the shells
(i.e., Chlainys tuftsensis Turner) are in fluvio-glacial
deposits that were originally transported by glacier ice
from the floor of McMurdo Sound up into Wright
Valley, and that they later were picked up and re-
deposited by mel tstre am s" —appeared unsatisfactory.

Stratotype of the Pecten glacial episode

Nichols (1961, 1964, 1965, 1971) investigated the
late Cenozoic deposits of eastern Wright Valley and
presented evidence for four glacial advances. In order
of increasing age and westward distribution up Wright
Valley these were referred to as "end moraine" (of
Wright Lower Glacier), Trilogy, Loop, and Pecten
glacial episodes. This paper is concerned principally
with the last event.

The stratotype is located in central Wright Valley
immediately south of Bull Pass, and is exposed in a
meltstream channel a few hundred meters north of its
junction with Onyx River (Nichols, 1971, fig. 2; Cal-
kin, 1971, fig. 19). The type section exposed at this
locality consists of a basal 'unweathered till' (Nichols,
1971) (referred to here as the basal silt unit) and the
overlying 'Pecten gravels.' The Pecten gravels are some
162 meters above sea level (L. Cairns, personal com-
munication).

The basal silt unit probably rests directly on the
glaciated Paleozoic crystalline basement and consists
of at least 5 meters of almost structureless pale yellow
silt along with a low proportion of sand, and gla-
cially striated pebbles and boulders. Infrared, and

powder and oriented X-ray, analyses of fine fractions
of two samples from the basal silt unit (samples MS
258, 259) show quartz and plagioclase (albite/oligo-
clase) to be dominant, with subordinate amounts of
augite, hornblende, hypersthene, and calcite. No clay
minerals were detected (R. Soong, personal communi-
cation). Optical examination revealed minor epidote
and opaque grains (probably magnetite) in addition
to the minerals mentioned above (Dr. W. A. Watters,
personal communication). No potash feldspar was
noted.

Minor amounts of sericite and gypsum are present.
Silt and fine sand-sized quartz grains were examined
by scanning electron microscope techniques and found
to exhibit an outline and microtopography indicative
of a glacial origin (fig. 1). These grains show no sign
of a fluvial microtopography such as would be expec-
ted if the sediments of the basal silt unit had been
subjected to fluvio-glacial reworking. Rounded grains
with a distinctive fluvial microtopography are present
in small numbers, and it is suggested that these are
reworked from older sediments such as the Paleozoic-
Mesozoic Beacon Supergroup.

The basal silt unit is overlain abruptly by the Pecten
gravels (samples MS 260-262), a 2-meter-thick unit
that includes two horizons with abundant and well-
preserved shells of Chiamys tuftsensis Turner (1967).
The coarser grades in this unit consist of rounded and
sometimes striated boulders of igneous and metamor-
phic material, while the finer grades are dominated by
quartz grains that exhibit outlines and microtopog-
raphy indicative of either glacial or fluvial origins.
Gypsum also was noted.

Succeeding strata (the 'glacial drift' of Nichols,
1971) comprise 4 meters of yellow silt with a low
proportion of igneous and metamorphic boulders and
pebbles (samples MS 263-264) overlain by 2 meters
of dolerite gravel. This upper silt unit is similar in
many respects to the lower silt unit. Examination of
the fine fraction reveals quartz grains of either glacial
or fluvial origins. Infrared, and powder and oriented
X-ray, analysis of samples MS 263-264 show a similar
mineralogy to that recorded in the basal silt unit sam-
ples MS 258-259 (R. Soong, personal communica-
tion). From optical analysis Dr. W. A. Watters reports
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Figure 2. Selected foraminifera from the "Pecten gravels," Buccella nip. on the right, Cribrononion sp. in the upper left and
bottom left center, and Neoconorbina sp. and Rosalina sp. in the lower left. Note the predation in two of the Buccella tests.

a much higher sericite content than is present in the
basal silt unit. Nichols (1971) suggests that sediments
above the Pecten gravels may be related to the Loop
glacial episode, whereas Calkin et al. (1970) explain
them as part of an interglacial mudflow originating in
Bull Pass.

Paleontological observations

Basal silt unit. Samples MS 258-259 contain a few,
probably reworked, foraminifera along with molluscan
fragments and numerous complex and fragile carbon-
ate structures which take the form of elongate spines,

hooks, barbs, and cellular networks. The author favors
an organic origin for these structures and suggests that
they may be holothurian spicules.

Pecten gravels. Intact and fragmented shells of
Chiamys tuftsensis Turner are the most obvious fossils
present. Sponge spicules, radiolaria, and a few ostra-
cod fragments also are present. Mr. D. Mildenhall ex-
amined sample MS 261 for pollen, spores, and dino-
flagellate cysts. He reports rare grains of Gleichenia
sp., ?Cyathea smithii Hook, f., Coprosma sp., fungal
spores, and unidentified plant fragments, but he cau-
tions that all except the plant fragments may result
from laboratory contamination. Foraminifera are by
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far the most abundant and diverse fossil group present
in the Pecten gravels (fig. 2).

A population count was made on a randomly selec-
ted 100-gram dry sample. Thirty-three percent, by
weight, consisted of igneous clastics and pecten frag-
ments (4.76 to 300 millimeters diameter). A total of
2,183 foraminifera was counted in the fine fraction
(i.e., less than 4.76 millimeter). Eighteen species of
calcareous benthic foraminifera were extracted from
sample MS 261. No agglutinated or planktonic taxa
are present. Tests are well-preserved, although minor
breakage and recrystallization was noted. There is no
evidence of test solution. Many of the foraminifera
are drilled (fig. 2), probably by polychaete worms.

The following genera are present: Triloculina, Mar-
ginulina, Dentalina, Lagena, Globulina, Ramulina,
Fissurina, Neoconorbina, Rosalina, Turrispirillina, Pa-
tellina, Elphidium, n. gen. and sp. (Elphidiidae),
Globoconcusa, and Cibicides. The fauna is dominated
(58 percent, based on a 300-specimen random count)
by the new genus (fig. 2), referred to in a previous
paper (Webb, 1972) as Buccella sp. A more detailed
investigation of this trochospiral genus suggests a close
affinity with the planispiral genus Elphidiella.

Upper silt unit. No marine fossils were extracted
from these sediments. Palynological preparations pro-
duced rare grains of Gleichenia sp., ?Cyathea cmithii
Hook, f., Coprosma sp., an unidentified reticulate
monosulcate grain, fungal spores, and plant fragments.
As stated above, this flora might result from laboratory
contamination.

Paleoecological conclusions

Sedimentary evidence. The high proportion of gla-
cial rock flour (including fine-grained high relief and
conchoidally fractured quartz), pebbles, and occa-
sional boulders in the basal silt unit suggests deposition
from a floating glacier tongue directly into a large
body of water. This glacier tongue probably originated
in the western end of Wright Valley. Minor fluvial
sedimentation may have occurred at the margins of
the catchment. The absence of rhythmic alternations
of silt and clay grades points to deposition in marine
waters rather than in a fresh-water lake. Bioturbation
structures observed in some parts of this unit lend
support to the view that the carbonate structures
noted above were produced by mud-ingesting marine
holothurians.

The basal silt unit is distributed through much of
Wright Valley (McSaveney and McSaveney, 1972),
but a combination of much later fluvial dissection and
deflation has removed it immediately east of Lake
Vanda and exhumed the crystalline basement over a
wide area. The Pecten gravels have a similar origin to

the basal silt unit. It is suggested that this poorly
bedded and sorted deposit was also deposited from
floating glacier ice, perhaps in the course of seasonal
melting along the northern periphery of the glacier
tongue. The absence of shallow water sedimentary
characteristics and the excellent preservation of the
delicate fossil material argue against the Pecten grav-
els being a high energy shoreline deposit. The same
evidence argues against the Pecten gravels having a
glacio-fluvial origin (Nichols, 1971). It is concluded
that these are in situ marine sediments deposited in a
fjord (see also Nichols, 1971: 305; McSaveney and
McSaveney, 1972).

Paleontological evidence. Analysis of the dominant
taxon (n. gen. and sp., Elphidiidae) indicates that
both micro- and megalospheric generations occur in
balanced proportions, and all growth stages and hence
sizes of test are present. Added to these observations
is the marked dominance of the leading taxon (58
percent), the dominance of the Elphidiidae, and the
high population count (see above). The conclusion
reached here is that the Pecten gravels microfauna is
an in situ and unmodified relatively shallow water as-
semblage.

The assemblage displays many similarities to pres-
ent-day fjord, channel, and inshore glacio-marine en-
vironments in Alaska and British Columbia (Cock-
bain, 1963; Todd and Low, 1967). The fauna is com-
parable to Cockbain's Elphidium-Elphidiella. (A4)
fauna from the Juan de Fuca-Georgia Strait area of
British Columbia. His A4 fauna contains between 18
and 34 species, with Elphidiidae making up 40 to 70
percent of the populations. There are 18 species in the
Pecten gravels, with Elphidiidae making up 68 per-
cent of the population.

Cockbain's A4 fauna is found at an average depth
of 100 meters with minimum and maximum depths
of 16 and 206 meters respectively. The Elphidium-
Elphidiella fauna tolerates temperatures which range
between 7.5° and 9°C. and salinity fluctuations of 31
to 33.5 parts per thousand. Important parallels are
also seen in the results of Todd and Low's (1967)
study of glacio-marine sediments in Alaskan fjords.
Some of their collection sites are as much as 240 kilo-
meters inland from the open sea. Water depths range
between 10 and 57 meters, and bottom sediments com-
prise sand, silt, pebbly mud, and molluscan material.
Much of the finer sediment arrives in the form of
glacial rock flour. Foraminiferal diversity ranges be-
tween 20 and 48 species. Elphidiidae are again com-
mon in the fjords and channels but absent in the open
waters of the Gulf of Alaska. It is noteworthy that
planktonic taxa are absent from the fjords and chan-
nels of Alaska and British Columbia.
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Little has been published on comparable Recent
environments in Antarctica. Kennett (1968) mentions
neither Elphidium nor n. gen. and sp. (Elphidiidae)
in his study of Ross Sea-McMurdo Sound foramini-
fera occurring between 90 and 500 meters. He reports
much higher species diversity than that present in the
Pecten gravels fauna, i.e., 40 species at 90 meters
rising to 61 species at 466 meters. Dominant taxa in
the 90- to 136-meters interval include Islandiella
orecta (Heron-Allen and Earland), Tn/anna ear-

landi (Parr), Epistoininella exigua (Brady), Ehren-
bergina glabra (Heron-Allen and Earland) , and Globi-
gerina pachyderma (Ehrenberg). If the Pecten gravels
had been brought into the valley from McMurdo
Sound these long-ranging taxa should be present.

It is concluded that the Pecten gravels microfauna
lived on the northern side of Wright Fjord, in water
depths shallower than 90 to 100 meters but deeper
than 10 meters. The Vanda basin was almost certainly
in existence at this stage, and on the basis of the latest
bathymetric data (Nelson and Wilson, 1972) it is
concluded that the fjord's greatest depth at this time
was probably around 300 meters. Using Calkin's
(1971) figure of 120 meters for the present minimum
elevation of the rock threshold at the mouth of Wright
Valley, we may estimate the depth of water above the
threshold at the time the Pecten gravels were deposi-
ted as approximately 142 meters. Sediments correlative
with the Pecten gravels may be present low in the
Lake Vanda sedimentary succession. The presence of
fine-grained (possibly marine) sediments high on the
walls of Wright Valley suggests that at some time
prior to deposition of the Pecten gravels the depth of
Wright Fjord was considerably greater.

Wright Fjord was ice-covered during much of the
year. Bottom temperatures ranged somewhere between
— 2° and 5°C., perhaps even as high as 10°C. The
fjord waters were well stratified with respect to salin-
ity, bottom waters being more or less normal, but with
upper waters diluted by glacier melting. Planktonic
taxa such as Globigerina pachyderma (Ehrenberg)
were unable to penetrate the low salinity upper waters
of Wright Fjord. It is concluded that interglacial con-
ditions prevailed.

Age and correlation of the Pecten gravels

Paleontological considerations. The new genus and
species (Elphidiidae) also occurs in sample MS 20,
from the Scallop Hill Formation of White Island. On
present evidence this taxon has a restricted strati-
graphic range, and it is suggested that the Pecten
gravels and Scallop Hill Formation are correlative.
Both units contain a rich mono-specific pecten fauna,
and it seems possible that Chiamys tuftsensis Turner
might be a correlative fjord variant of the more widely

distributed open water Chiamys anderssoni (Hennig).
Interestingly, Grindley (1967) suggested that the Scal-
lop Hill Formation represented a major interglacial
between Calkin's (1964) Insel and Victoria Glacia-
tions. He also proposed that the derived (he followed
Nichols's argument here) Pecten gravels of Wright
Valley were the dry valley equivalent of the Scallop
Hill Interglacial. Microfaunal results reported here
support this correlation. Chiamys anderssoni is also
known in the Pecten Conglomerate of Cockburn
Island (Andersson, 1906; Hennig, 1911) and appears
closely related to Chiamys heardensis Fleming from
the Drygalski Agglomerate of Heard Island (Fleming,
1957; Stephenson, 1964).

Pliocene age proposed

Fleming proposed a Pliocene age for this species
group but did not rule out a late Miocene or inter-
glacial Pleistocene age. Speden (1962) discussed the
age of the Chiamys anderssoni-bearing Scallop Hill
Formation of the McMurdo Sound area and favored
an early Pleistocene interglacial age but did not ex-
clude the possibility that it might be pre-Pleistocene.
Adie (1964) and Barton (1965) mention pecten-
bearing sediments on King George Island in the South
Shetlands. Barton (1965:25) comments, "Macrofossils
from the marine conglomerate are very similar to those
from the Pliocene-Pleistocene Pecten Conglomerate of
Cockburn Island. Recent work on the Foraminifera
is near completion and preliminary results indicate
that they are Pliocene in age. . . ." In commenting on
the age of Chlainys tuftsensis of Wright Valley, Turner
(1967) favored an early to mid-Pleistocene age.

It is equally difficult to propose a precise age for the
Pecten gravels on the basis of their microfaunal con-
tent. There are no recent descriptions of late Cenozoic
benthic foraminifera from southern high latitudes.
The Pecten gravels microfauna is significantly differ-
ent from the late Pleistocene and Recent faunas of
McMurdo Sound-Ross Sea (Kennett, 1968), Ross
Island (Chapman, 1916), Vestfold Hills (Crespin,
1960), and Kronprins Olav Kyst (Meguro et al.,
1964). It is not possible at this stage to refine the age
beyond Pliocene to early Pleistocene.

Isotope dating. Denton and Armstrong (1968) ob-
tained a potassium/argon date of 3.7 million years
(corrected) from -a cinder cone at the eastern mar-
gin of Bartley Glacier, on the south wall of Wright
Glacier. A second date, 3.9 million years (corrected),
was obtained by the same authors from a cinder cone
further east along the southern wall and at an eleva-
tion above the Loop moraine. Fleck et al., (1972)
obtained a date of 4.2 million years from a second
cinder cone at the same locality. This cone was
erupted onto the glacially cut valley wall but has it-
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self suffered no subsequent glacial modification. This
suggests that the major glacial event involving the
carving of Wright Valley occurred more than 4.2
million years ago. The stratigraphic relationship
among the Pecten gravels, the basal silt unit, and these
dated cinder cones is unknown. Without elucidation
of this point we cannot establish a maximum age for
these marine sediments. Fortunately, at Black Island,
the correlative in situ (Vella, 1969) Scallop Hill sedi-
ments overlie the Aurora Trachyte (Speden, 1962;
Cole and Ewart, 1968). K/Ar dating of sample
VUW 21205 from the Aurora Trachyte provided an
age of 3.8 million years (R. L. Armstrong and P. R.
Kyle, personal communication). A sample (VUW
21208) of Nubian Basalt from Black Island, probably
older than the Scallop Hill Formation, returned a date
of 3.4 million years. According to this evidence the
correlative Pecten gravels are no older than 3.8 million
years and perhaps no older than 3.4 million years, i.e.,
late Pliocene. Behling (1971) did K/Ar dating of
volcanic material associated with Alpine III deposits
that overlap correlatives of the Pecten sediments near
the Meserve Glacier; his work indicates a maximum
age of somewhere between 2.5 and 3.4 million years.
Consequently, the Pecten gravels are no younger than
late Pliocene. However, note comments by McSaveney
and McSaveney (1972) on the age of Alpine III
deposits.

Tectonic implications

David and Priestley (1914) were aware that consid-
erable uplift had taken place in the Transantarctic
Mountains. They enquire (p. 291), ". . . when did
the main faulting take place which produced the Great
Antarctic Horst?" Gould (1935) accepted a horst
origin for the Queen Maud Mountains, suggesting
that uplift of at least 2,000 meters had occurred in the
Tertiary and before the inception of glacial conditions.

Gunn and Warren (1962) also recognized that con-
siderable uplift and deformation had occurred further
north in the Transantarctic Mountains when they
proposed the name Victoria Orogeny for "block-fault-
ing in Upper Tertiary and Quaternary times, that
formed the present-day mountains of Victoria Land."
Gunn and Warren (1962; 21) state: "A period of
extensive block faulting (Victoria Orogeny) was fol-
lowed by local volcanism, and subsequent dissection of
the area during several phases of glacial erosion has
produced the present relief."

Acceptance of these three phenomena as time-sep-
arated rather than interrelated events is apparent in
most papers on late Cenozoic topics published during
the early and middle 1960s. Radiometric dates from
volcanics interbedded with glacial deposits were not
available at that time, and the great antiquity of geo-

logical features was not fully appreciated. Most work-
ers accepted Quaternary ages for the various glacial
events and almost ignored tectonic deformation. Con-
sequently, little or no importance is attributed, even
today, to the effect of crustal movement on the glacial
history. The writer proposes that the Victoria Orogeny
be extended so as to include all Tertiary to late Qua-
ternary tectonic uplift and deformation.

Most workers assumed a stable mountain system on
which glacial advances and recessions were controlled
by a subtle interplay of eustatic and plateau ice sheet
movements. For instance, Webb (1960), McKelvey
and Webb (1961), and Bull et al. (1962) proposed
that the entry of trunk glaciers into western Wright
Valley was controlled by elevations and depressions
of plateau ice level relative to a tectonically stable
rock threshold at the valley head.

Thickening ice shelf

Entry of glacier ice into eastern Wright Valley was
attributed to thickening of a grounded Ross Ice Shelf,
in response to lowered sea level, so as to attain an ice
level higher than that of the valley mouth threshold
(Hollin, 1962; Bull, 1962). Nichols (1964, 1965) de-
scribed flights of elevated beaches up to 20 meters
above sea level ("the marine limit") along the western
shores of McMurdo Sound, but it was not until later
papers (Nichols, 1966, 1968) that these were ex-
plained as having an isostatic rebound origin. Studies
of Lake Vanda water revealed certain similarities to
marine water (Jones and Faure, 1967, and see bibliog-
raphy therein).

These authors rejected a marine invasion of Wright
Valley on the grounds that the valley mouth threshold
formed a stable and permanent hydrological barrier
that had always been above the highest stands of sea
level. In his paper on the glacial history and neotec-
tonics of parts of the Transantarctic Mountains,
Grindley (1967) drew attention to the deformation of
glacio-geomorphic features by nonglacial tectonic up-
lift and glacio-isostatic rebound. He suggested that
the oldest glacial surfaces had been elevated some
1,500 meters, of which about 500 meters were at-
tributed to glacio-isostatic rebound. He speculated
that this amount of uplift had occurred since the early
Quaternary, but it is now clear that both glaciation
and uplift date to at least the Miocene. It is obvious,
then, that nonglacial and glacio-isostatic uplift must
have played a major part in the late Cenozoic glacial
history of the Transantarctic Mountains.

The rock threshold thesis still holds good as a device
capable of controlling the entry of glacier ice into
both the western and eastern ends of Wright Valley,
but these thresholds cannot now be thought of as
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tectonically stable. In view of the extended Cenozoic
glacial history in this area, it seems that the various
glacial phases result from an interplay between fluc-
tuating plateau ice levels and slowly rising thresholds.
During the dissection of Wright Valley (Vanda gla-
cial episode of Nichols, 1971), sometime in the Neo-
gene or even earlier, this part of the Transantarctic
Mountains stood some 1,000 to 1,500 meters lower,
whereas the plateau ice level was probably higher than
at present.

Later erosional features

Under such conditions it is easy to visualize the
enormous trenchlike Wright Valley being carved
through the Transantarctic Mountains. Progressive de-
pression in the level of the plateau ice and elevation
of the rock threshold would, in time, lead to the de-
glaciation of Wright Valley. Progressively smaller
surges (glaciations?) crossed the threshold during the
later history of the valley. However, later erosional
features must be interpreted with caution. For example,
is the valley—in valley erosion illustrated by Bull et al.,
(1964, fig. 1)—indicative of a distinct glacial episode,
or could this represent renewed dissection by an exist-
ing glacier whose base level gradually was being tec-
tonically raised?

The Victoria Orogeny will, in time, be subdivided
into a succession of smaller but individually distinctive
events. For example, the westerly tilt characteristic of
the Kukri Peneplain, Heimdall, Maya, and Pyramid
Erosion Surfaces, Ferrar Dolerite, and high level ero-
sion levels and cirques (Bull et al., 1962, 1964; Mc-
Kelvey et al., 1970), is attributed to deformation in
an early stage of the Victoria Orogeny.

However, much younger elevated features such as
the west-east trending shorelines of Lake Vanda and
the north-south trending coastal beaches of western
McMurdo Sound (Nichols, 1964, 1968) are said to be
parallel and level, suggesting little or no tilting. In-
formation on that part of the Victoria Orogeny be-
tween these very early and very late events is totally
lacking, yet it is the period which probably provides
the greatest amount of evidence. The Pliocene marine
history of Wright Valley falls into this middle period
of the Victoria Orogeny.

Determination of uplift since the Pliocene marine
invasion of Wright Valley is dependent on knowledge
of Pliocene sea level relative to present-day sea level.
If we accept the Scallop Hill Interglacial (of which
the Pecten gravels are part) as an interglacial follow-
ing on glaciation in the early Pliocene or Miocene,
then late Pliocene sea level probably lay somewhere
between that of the present day (Tanner, 1968) and
the - 100 to - 150 meter full glaciation level pro-
posed by Hollin (1962).

For the sake of the present discussion, let us assume
(perhaps very incorrectly) that the Scallop Hill Inter-
glacial sea level was the same as today, and also take
note that the Pecten gravels are now approximately
162 meters above present sea level, and that water
depth during their deposition was about 100 meters.
This would mean that there has been about 262 meters
uplift in the last 3.4 million years (the oldest accept-
able age for the Pecten gravels based on present iso-
tope information).

The marine history of Wright Valley would be ter-
minated once the eastern rock threshold rose above
sea level. According to the uplift/time figures shown
above, a constant rate of uplift would bring a thresh-
old at an approximate depth of 142 meters above sea
level at about 1.9 million years. The precise figure is
not important; its relationship to other dated events is.

According to Calkin et at. (1970), the Loop mo-
raine is intermediate in age between the Alpine III
and Alpine II events. Behling (1972) proposes an age
of 3.4 to 2.5 million years for the former and 320,000
to 240,000 years for the latter. The Loop glacia-
tion probably advanced into eastern Wright Valley
after the retreat of marine waters, i.e., sometime after
1.9 million years ago. On the basis of work in the Tay-
lor Glacier and Walcott Glacier areas, Denton et at.
(1970) suggest that all recognizable glacial invasions
from the east have occurred in the last 1.2 million
years.

Marine water regressed from Wright Valley by the
end of the Pliocene, and there was a return to terres-
trial conditions for the entire Pleistocene. Early Pleis-
tocene regressive marine sediments might be preserved
on the east side of the rock threshold and beneath the
present Wilson Piedmont Glacier.

Concluding remarks

1. Nichols's explanation that the Pecten gravels ar-
rived at their present location by a combination of ice
transport and glacio-fluvial reworking is refuted on
the grounds that the microfaunal assemblage is a
natural fjord assemblage, the dominant taxa do not
inhabit open sea environments, microfaunal taxa pe-
culiar to open sea and relatively deep water are not
present, and the extremely fragile taxa would not have
survived such a rigorous journey.

2. Use of the terms Pecten glacial episode or Pecten
Glaciation should be discontinued. As judged from
this study it seems more likely that relatively warm
interglacial conditions prevailed.

3. Following the glacial dissection of Wright Valley,
in the Neogene or perhaps even earlier, marine waters
penetrated the valley, converting it into a fjord. The
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Pecten gravels represent only the late Pliocene part of
the fjord history of Wright Valley. Silts below the
Pecten gravels and at elevations higher than 162
meters could be early Pliocene or older.

4. Nonglacial and glacio-isostatic uplift (Victoria
Orogeny) in this part of the Transantarctic Moun-
tains brought about a regression of marine waters
from Wright Valley, probably in latest Pliocene or
earliest Pleistocene time. Thereafter, the valley was
occupied by extensive brackish and saline lakes. This
phase of the valley's history was accompanied by
further, relatively minor, glacial advances from the in-
land plateau, alpine, and Wilson Piedmont-McMurdo
Sound sectors.

5. Published works on dry valley salts consist mainly
of chemo-stratigraphic analyses of Lakes Bonney and
Vanda, along with a few studies of moraine salts and
summer meltwaters. Far-reaching conclusions have
been arrived at without serious regard for the strati-
graphic origin of the salts. The waters of Lake Vanda
derive from a very large catchment, with the tributary
streams flowing through a variety of sediment of wide-
ly differing age and paleoenvironment. Lake Vanda
must be seen as a hydrological cocktail and of re-
stricted use in deciphering individual phases of valley
history. It is essential that the salts of the various
lithostratigraphic units distributed through the valley
be analysed and mapped and the results applied to
deciphering the late Cenozoic stratigraphy of Wright
Valley. This would constitute a major contribution
to the detection of glacial/interglacial and marine/
terrestrial environments. It is hoped that the Dry
Valley Drilling Project will be able to retrieve cores
from the floor of Lake Vanda, where alternations of
Pliocene marine sediments and salt concentrations
seem a distinct possibility. Most published chemical
studies reject a marine invasion of Wright Valley, but
authors seem unduly influenced by the hydrological
barrier created by the valley mouth threshold. Exist-
ing studies are in urgent need of review and revision.
The occurrence of calcite, aragonite, mirabilite, glau-
berite, and gypsum in coastal glacio-marine sediments
is discussed in an excellent review by Carey and Ah-
mad (1961).

6. Taylor Valley and the valleys along the eastern
side of the Royal Society Range were probably in-
volved in the same late Cenozoic marine transgression
and regression. This should be clarified by the Dry
Valley Drilling Project. The lower reaches of the
Ferrar, Skelton, and Byrd Glacier valleys are fjords
and may have marine histories extending back into
the late Cenozoic.

7. The relationship between Cenozoic tectonic up-
lift and volcanism in the Transantarctic Mountains,

and sea floor spreading and continental drift in adja-
cent areas, constitutes a major topic for future research.
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A reappraisal of the Pecten glacial episode,
Wright Valley, Antarctica

M. J . MCSAVENEY and E. R. MCSAVENEY
Institute of Polar Studies

The Ohio State University

The Pecten glacial episode (Nichols, 1961, 1971),
often referred to as Pecten glaciation (Nichols, 1961,
1965, 1971; Calkin and Nichols, in press; Bull, 1962;
Calkin, 1964, 1971b; Calkin et al., 1970; Calkin and
Bull, in press; Denton et al., 1970), was introduced to
account for the occurrence at a single locality in
Wright Valley of a stratified layer of sand and gravel
overlying till.

The locality is approximately 40 kilometers from
McMurdo Sound and 23 kilometers west of the inland
terminus of Wright Lower Glacier, between 100 and
200 meters north of Onyx River. The sand and gravel
is exposed in a gully cut by a stream flowing from Bull
Pass, and has been figured and discussed by Calkin
(1964, 1971b) and by Nichols (1971).

Description of the pecten deposit

Descriptions of the deposit vary between authors,
and its interpretation has undergone a gradual evolu-
tion. As most recently exposed, the layer of sand and

gravel has a uniform thickness of approximately 2
meters and is exposed along a 10-meter section. It
is buff yellow and overlies pale yellow boulder-silt.
The gravel is buried by an additional 4 meters of pale
yellow boulder-silt overlain unconformably by nearly
2 meters of coarse gravel and sand that forms part of
a dissected alluvial fan from Bull Pass.

The deposit is conspicuous because it contains a
high proportion of pecten shells (approaching 15 per-
cent of one 5-centimeter bed). The deposit is the more
remarkable because only a single species of macrofossil
has been found in the gravels. This locality is the only
known occurrence of the probably extinct Chiamys
tuftsensis (Turner, 1967). Valves of the pecten are
frequently complete, but crushed among the pebbles,
making isolation of unbroken valves all but impossible.
Whole, articulated valves are not uncommon, but have
hitherto not been reported.

Despite their presence among subrounded pebble
clasts, the shells are without sign of abrasion; delicate
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sculpture and fragile ears are perfectly preserved. The
few broken, but articulated, valves examined had an
internal matrix in no way different from the matrix
of the gravel in general. Webb (1972) has isolated a
distinctive but depleted foraminiferal fauna (of little
more than 15 species) from the shell-bearing layer,
and reports the additional presence of sponge spicules.
Preliminary work by Webb has not permitted him to
narrow the age of the deposit beyond late Pliocene-
early Quaternary.

Nichols (1965, 1971) reports that the carbonate of
the pecten shells is devoid of detectable carbon-14
after standard treatment (L-645; greater than 35,000
years old) and that the radium-uranium ratio is an
equilibrium one (sample age greater than 800,000
years) (D. Thurber, personal communication reported
in Nichols, 1971).

Soil studies

Detailed soil studies by R. E. Behling (personal com-
munication) in Wright Valley suggest that Pecten-age
soils are substantially older than those developed on
Alpine III (Calkin et al., 1970) deposits. J . F. Lind-
say (personal communication) finds a similar age re-
lationship indicated by relative development of venti-
facts on surfaces of Alpine III and Pecten age.
These soils and surfaces are not of true Pecten age
but are developed on deposits overlying the Pecten
deposit or its equivalents. (This does not alter the in-
terpretation of relative age.)

Deposits closely associated with the pecten deposit
are, elsewhere in Wright Valley, overlain by alpine
glacier deposits of Alpine II and Alpine III ages.
Behling (1971) and Fleck et al. (1972) report that
Alpine III deposits have a maximum age of 2.5 to 3.4
million years (potassium-argon age determination by
Dr. Robert Fleck, personal communication in Behling,
1971), but we consider that they misinterpret a com-
plex glacial and volcanic stratigraphy on the western
margin of Meserve Glacier. We suggest, after exami-
nation of the collection site, that the K-Ar age de-
termination is of material deposited as an ash fall on
top of an Alpine 111-age lateral moraine and thus
provides a minimum age for Alpine III glaciation.
(More material was collected in January 1972 to
verify this interpretation.) The pecten deposit would
thus be considerably older than 3 million years and
clearly pre-Pleistocene.

Signs of diagenesis absent

No difference in degree of weathering was discerned
between the pecten-bearing gravels and the boulder-
silts surrounding them. A study of the larger clasts

failed to reveal signs of weathering, and cementation
and other signs of diagenesis are absent. C. L. Hulbert
(Turner, 1967) found the pecten shells to be unal-
tered by recrystallization; Webb (1972) found the
foraminifera to be perfectly preserved. All of these
are inconsistent with Nichols's (1971) contention that
the gravels are weathered.

Excavation of part of the outcrop of pecten-bearing
gravels revealed that the gravels have a hitherto un-
noticed, discernible dip of approximately 10 degrees
toward the northeast quadrant, toward McMurdo
Sound, and opposite to the present slope of the floor
of Wright Valley. There is no suggestion of slumping
at this exposure although the boulder-silts elsewhere,
at larger outcrops, have a strong tendency toward
rotational slumping. Subsurface investigation will be
needed to obtain a more reliable estimate of the dip
of this deposit.

The gravel beds of the pecten deposit exhibit only
planar bedding, but this is not well developed, and
sorting is very poor. The beds are texturally dissimilar
to outwash or beach sediment in respect to sorting and
fabric.

Origin of the fossiliferous gravels

As noted by Nichols (1971) there is no evidence
that the shells have been transported by wind or by
birds, as is the case with some shell-bearing gravels
near the present coast. There is, however, ample evi-
dence that they have not been transported at all: lack
of abrasion, presence of articulated shells, abundance
of complete valves, similarity of internal and external
matrix, lack of good size segregation, and generally
very poor sorting of clasts. Webb (1972) comments
that the preservation and balanced species proportions
of the microfauna indicate an unmodified assemblage
that has never been subjected to glaciofiuvial re-
working.

Wright Lower Glacier was formerly considered to
lie over a 305-meter bedrock threshold to Wright
Valley (Bull, 1960), but a more reliable estimate of
the sub-ice profile is now available (Calkin, 1971a)
that shows the valley profile beneath Wright Lower
Glacier not to exceed 120 meters. To the west of
Wright Lower Glacier the depth of valley-fill more
recent than the fossiliferous gravels is not known; but
in any case, a threshold, if present, must lie between
300 and 200 meters (the elevation of the gravels).
Extrapolations of the valley cross-profile suggest a
threshold near the upper limit of the range. Isostatic
depression of Cape Barne on Ross Island, possibly
in excess of 200 meters, has been inferred by Hendy
et al. (1969) for as recent as 35,000 years ago. Nichols
(1961, 1962, 1963 3 1965 5 1971) dismissed marine in-
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vasion of Wright Valley as unlikely because the high-
est marine terrace near the mouth of Wright Valley
is only a little above 20 meters, far short of any
threshold. But the weight of information suggests that
sufficient isostatic depression is possible and, moreover,
that marine water and living marine organisms did
enter Wright Valley.

Lacks outwash characteristics

Because the layer contains marine shells and gravel
and superficially resembles a beach deposit, it might
be thought that it is an elevated beach formed on the
margin of a fjord when the area was isostatically de-
pressed or possibly even before complete tectonic
emergence, but the deposit lacks the structure, sorting,
and other textural characteristics typical of beach sedi-
mentation. In addition, there is a possibility that the
deposit is in a sufficiently low position behind a bed-
rock threshold that it could not have become a beach
without improbable local warping. Nor would a high
energy environment such as a beach be conducive to
the fine state of fossil preservation. The deposit ap-
parently also resembles outwash (Nichols, 1961, 1971;
Calkin, 1964, 1971b), but it lacks structure, sorting,
and other textural characteristics typical of outwash.
Moreover the shells show no sign of transport with
pebbles along a stream bed of gradient 10 degrees.
The direction of slope of the gravel beds leads from
and to nowhere, in the reverse direction of any ex-
pected outwash stream.

Nichols (1971) suggests that if Wright Valley were
converted into a fjord, fine-grained offshore marine
sediments would be deposited there, rather than sand
and gravel; but this is an isolated occurrence of sand
and gravel in a thick deposit of silt (with striated
boulders). Similar silt deposits are widespread
throughout much of Wright Valley. The authors ob-
served them in almost continuous "outcrop" from be-
tween Hart and Meserve Glaciers to the east end of
Lake Vanda, and in vertical distribution, from about
250 meters above sea level to an elevation of 600
meters. Behling (personal communication) reports
similar deposits near the west end of Lake Vanda.
This silt is either a glacio-lacustrine or a glacio-marine
deposit.

Evidence of bioturbation

Webb (1972) reports signs of holothurian bioturba-
tion in the silt underlying the pecten gravel. This, and
the occurrence of interbedded marine fossils, strongly
suggest a glacio-marine origin, but the alternative can-
not be totally excluded from consideration for at least
some of the deposit.

The existence of several silt deposits of differing age
and origin cannot, as yet, be discounted and remains
a very real possibility. Extensive subsurface sampling
is needed. Nichols (1963) noted small patches of "la-
custrine silts" in Wright Valley, but was unaware of
their continuity when he wrote (Nichols, 1971), "the
apparent absence in Wright Valley of . . . widespread
fine-grained marine deposits makes it very unlikely
that either a fjord or relict lake (McLeod, 1963) ever
occupied the valley."

That Lake Vanda may be such a relict lake is sug-
gested by isotopic analyses of major elements in brines
and salt accumulations in and around saline lakes in
the dry valley area (Rafter and Mizutani, 1967; Mizu-
tani and Rafter, 1969; and Bowser et al., 1970), which
reveal that both the water and the sulfate are con-
sistent with a marine origin.

This is in conflict with analyses of stable-isotope
ratios of the minor trace element strontium (Jones
et al., 1967; Jones and Faure, 1967). Nichols (1961)
also suggests that there is an apparent absence of
marine deltas and shore-line features in Wright Valley.
Without implying that they are of marine origin, there
are deltas and shoreline features around Lake Vanda
higher than those described by Nichols (1962). A
bench at approximately 224 meters above Lake Vanda
has been documented by E. R. McSaveney (in Jones
et al., 1971). This bench, the highest of a number of
surviving shoreline fragments, is 340 meters above sea
level and requires an ice dam or high stand of relative
sea level for formation. These benches are younger
than the silt that underlies them.

Prior to papers in this issue of the Antarctic Journal,
the fauna of the pecten deposit has hitherto received
little comment, yet the occurrence of only a single
species of macrofossil in such abundance is worthy of
comment. Proponents of glacial rafting (Nichols,
1965, 1971; Calkin 1971b; Bull, 1962) suggest that
the shells were carried in by ice from McMurdo
Sound. None of the authors comment on the proba-
bility that such a fauna could be found in McMurdo
Sound in order that it might be picked up by ice.

Bullivant (1967) recognized three major benthic
assemblages in the present Ross Sea at depths of 200
to 400 meters: the deep shelf mixed assemblage, asso-
ciated with fine sediment with erratic boulders; the
deep shelf mud bottom assemblage occurring on mud
or sandy bottom with erratic boulders; and a third
assemblage associated with a bottom of cobbles em-
bedded in muddy sand. All contain a variety of po-
tential fossil species, and, perhaps more significantly,
all contain only a small proportion of bivalves. The
fossil faunas found around the shores of McMurdo
Sound exhibit this same faunal diversity (Speden,
1962). Not all of these faunas have been ice-rafted.
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Some of them probably are in situ glacio-marine de-
posits (Speden, 1962; Vella, 1969; Hendy et al.,
1969), but not one of them has anything approaching
the depleted macrofauna of the pecten deposit.

Ross Sea elements

Hedgpeth (1971) notes that some elements of the
Ross Sea fauna occur some distance beneath the pres-
ent permanent shelf ice. Littlepage and Pearse (1962)
found amphipods and actiniarians (sand-hoppers and
sea anemones) to be abundant at depths of 40 to 75
meters beneath shelf ice some 28 kilometers from the
ice edge. The fauna was depleted relative to that of
McMurdo Sound. The subshelf fauna has not been
studied since the original study by Littlepage and
Pearse (Hedgpeth, 1971). It is conceivable that a de-
pleted fauna such as the peèten deposit fauna could
exist far beneath a floating ice shelf and might be
picked up if that ice shelf grounded and thickened
during a period of low sea level as hypothesized by
Hollin (1962). However, why is the macrofauna of
the pecten deposit the only monospecific macrofauna
in the area? And why is the microfauna also depleted?

Webb (1972) considers the depleted fauna indica-
tive of a shallow embayment, following the reasoning
of Walton (1964) and Murray (1968). The number
of species present is considered by Walton (1964) to
be inversely proportional to the variability of the en-
vironment. Shallow embayments are more readily sub-
jected to fluctuations in temperature, salinity, tur-
bidity, and available food, than is a more open en-
vironment on a continental shelf. Consequently, shal-
low embayments have a depleted fauna relative to
that of the open shelf. But a constant environment
may be as restrictive, or more restrictive, to faunal
diversity as a variable environment, if the constant
environment is hostile. That the environment of the
pecten deposit was one of an embayment is certain;
that it was a shallow embayment has not been dem-
onstrated.

Factors against lacustrine hypothesis

If the pecten deposit fauna could be picked up from
the floor of McMurdo Sound by a grounded Ross Sea
ice sheet (Hollin, 1962), then it might be carried into
Wright Valley, where an extensive ice-dammed lake
could be expected. This lake could be in excess of 400
meters deep and would, of necessity, be at least par-
tially covered by a floating ice tongue. Melting of
sediment-laden ice from the bottom of this floating ice
perhaps could produce the pecten deposit. Three fac-
tors militate against this lacustrine hypothesis: (1) it
is improbable that the restricted faunal assemblage

ever existed in McMurdo Sound; (2) it is unlikely
that bottom currents would have been strong enough
in a lake to produce the gravel deposit, and (3) ice
moving from McMurdo Sound might be expected to
contain basalt erratics, and none have been found
within the gravel or boulder-silt.

These lines of evidence are admittedly weak and
inconclusive. Two periods of ice-dammed lakes and
lacustrine deposition have been postulated for Taylor
Valley, adjacent to Wright Valley (Péwé, 1960; Den-
ton et al., 1970). These lake deposits are considerably
younger than the Wright Valley material, and no lake
silts of equivalent age have been reported from Wright
Valley, even though they might be expected. Glacial
deposits in Wright Valley that have been correlated
with the lake stages in Taylor Valley (Calkin et al.,
1970) show no evidence of ice-dammed lakes. This
correlation recently has been brought into question by
Linkletter (1971), who suggests that the Wright
Valley deposits are of greater antiquity.

The writers believe that the shells are in an in situ
glacio-marine deposit and have been neither trans-
ported nor redeposited by ice or any other mechanism.
The writers assert that Webb's (1972) inference of
shallow depth, though not unreasonable, is by no
means definitive. While realizing that the truth may
lie somewhere between the hypothesis of Webb and
our own, we suggest an extreme viewpoint that the
deposit represents a shell bed developed on an isolated
cobble bottom some 40 kilometers up a narrow fjord
beneath a thick floating ice cover. We suggest that
this occurred at a time when Wright Valley was de-
pressed isostatically some 700 to 800 meters by a
very thick ice cover, some 2,000 to 3,000 meters thick,
centered some distance to the west. However, we have
no way of eliminating the possibility of tectonic
change.

P. Mayewski (personal communication) has studied
correlatives of the Sirius Formation (Mercer, 1972)
in the region of Shapeless Mountain near the head of
Wright Valley. These deposits of basal till indicate a
former ice thickness of much more than 1,000 meters
above present at the polar plateau margin. In color,
texture, and presence of numerous striated boulders,
this till closely resembles boulder silts of Wright Valley,
and a tentative correlation is proposed. It is sug-
gested that the Sirius Formation and the Wright
Valley boulder silts were deposited during the waning
stages of maximum glaciation of the Transantarctic
Mountains. It is envisioned that, at that time, Wright
Valley resembled the present Skelton Glacier, which
has a thick (1,000 to 1,500 meters) ice tongue floating
on 1,000 meters of water over sediment (Crary, 1966).
Local areas of the fjord floor may have been partially
swept or kept clean of silts and clays by bottom cur-
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rents to permit development of shell banks for brief
periods. These currents would have been maintained
by tidal forces and by salinity changes brought about
by freezing or melting at the ice-water interface, or
by influx of fresh water at the glacier grounding line.
These currents would have brought in larval stages of
the pecten deposit fauna and the particulate food
necessary to sustain them.

Insufficient data are available to the authors to
select between this extreme hypothesis and the oppo-
site, shallow water origin proposed by Webb. We con-
cede that even a deep water origin involves a shal-
lower water phase during isostatic rebound. Several
questions remain unanswered: What ecological pa-
rameters limit a biota? Does life persist beneath thick
floating ice masses?

Significance of the reinterpretation

Nichols ( 1971 ) states, "this fossiliferous glaciofluvial
layer is the type locality of the Pecten glacial episode,
the oldest of the glacial episodes during which ice
moved westward up Wright Valley." No reliable di-
rectional indicators are yet recognized within the de-
posit or associated with the deposit, so neither an
eastward, a westward, nor a northward origin for the
associated ice may be established. The presence of ice
is well established from the abundance of striated
dropped pebbles and cobbles in the associated wide-
spread silts, but this is floating ice.

Calkin (personal communication) maintains, on the
tenuous evidence of a "line" of scattered scoriaceous
basalt boulders, and possible weakly developed and al-
most totally obliterated "marginal channels," that
grounded ice did move westward into Wright Valley
to terminate at or near the site of the pecten deposit.
Calkin et al. (1970) equate this ice advance with
Nichols's Pecten glacial episode. Scoriaceous basalt
was not observed in the fossiliferous gravels or in the
boulder silt. If Calkins's glacial event can be substan-
tiated by stronger evidence, it cannot be an equivalent
of Nichols's Pecten glacial episode and must be given
another name.

The terms Pecten glacial episode and Pecten Gla-
ciation should be dropped. The fossiliferous gravels
and associated boulder silts at the pecten deposit are
here suggested as the type section of the Pecten marine
invasion. Correlative boulder silts are absent from Vic-
toria Valley (Calkin, personal communication), sug-
gesting that the 700-meter threshold to Victoria Valley
was not topped by the high relative sea level during
the Pecten marine invasion and/or that Victoria
Valley was filled by grounded ice at that time.

Apparently identical yellow boulder-silts have been
observed in Taylor Valley by one of the authors (E. R.
McSaveney); these are no doubt to be equated with
the lacustrine silts of Péwé (1960) and Denton et al.
(1970). The geochemical work of Bowser et al.
(1970) and the occurrence of in situ marine fossils in
Wright Valley su ggest that some of the Taylor Valley
lacustrine silts might be reinterpreted. Further inves-
tigation is obviously necessary.

The above discussion is put forward to document
an association of ideas rather than to present well
established facts; to demonstrate that some features
of the glacial geology of the dry valley area of the
McMurdo Sound region may be interpreted in ways
not hitherto considered, and possibly to stimulate
others to carry out further detailed work to resolve
these conflicts.

The authors are indebted to Drs. Cohn Bull and
Parker Calkin for providing the stimulus to carry out
this study and for their criticism of the ideas. Peter
Webb, Paul Mayewski, Terence Hughes, and John
Lindsay provided useful discussion. This work was
carried out under National Science Foundation grant
GV-28804.
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A fjord deposit in Wright Valley, Antarctica
H. K. BROOKS

Department of Geology
University of Florida

During the field season of 1971-1972 I studied and
collected fossil and petrographic samples from the
deposit in Wright Valley near Bull Pass (770 31'S.
161 0 53'E.) that has been termed "Pecten Moraine"
(Nichols, 1963, 126; 1971, 302-308).

It is evident, upon close study, that the thin, strati-
fied layers in which Chiamys (Zygochlan2ys) tuftensis
Turner (1967) occurs in great abundance (in some
cases making up more than 30 percent of the mass
of the deposit), are not till nor glacio-fluvial deposits
as has been so widely accepted. They are glacio-marine
fjord deposits dating back to the early glacial history
of the coastal mountainous areas of Antarctica.

Though most of the thin pecten shells have been
badly broken, possibly by freezing and thawing, the
component parts of each of the shells remain in their
respective prefracture positions. Many of the shells
have left and right valves remaining in life association.
The concentration, in thin beds, of unbroken and un-
worn marine shells cannot be due to glacial transport
40 kilometers from McMurdo Sound and then subse-
quent reworking by running water. The intermittent,
localized occurrence of a single, vagrant, euryhaline
pecten species in great abundance is in keeping with
an in situ unstable fjord environment in close proxim-
ity to a glacial outwash source.

A most remarkable characteristic of the matrix
sediments associated with the Chlainys shells in the
"Pecten Moraine" is the high percentage of wind-
rounded and etched quartz grains (fig. 1), especially
in the class interval 0.5 to 1.0 millimeter. As seen with
scanning electron microscope, most of the sand grains
now have a heavy secondary surface coating of opal
(fig. 2). Where not encrusted, the quartz surfaces are
comparable to the etched and abraded surfaces of the
coastal dune sands figured by Margolis and Krinsley
(1971, fig. 5D). Forty-four percent of the grains have
a matted "frosted" surface, whereas 36 percent are
freshly fractured; only 20 percent are vitreous. Sixteen
percent are highly spherical. Samples from associated
beds had comparable values of roundness, sphericity,
and texture.

The principal material of the fossiliferous beds is
rock flour with a minor amount of sand- and gravel-
sized particles. There are no detectable clay minerals
in laboratory concentrates of the clay-sized component
of the matrix. Also the presence of plagioclase and the

general absence of orthoclase feldspar is most remark-
able. The presence of fresh plagioclase and the ab-
sence of clay minerals, as well as the freshness of the
marine shells, indicate that no appreciable post-
depositional chemical weathering has occurred. How-
ever, the significant concentration of secondary silica
encrusting the quartz grains as well as aggregates of
minute euhedral quartz crystals are postdepositional in
origin. It is the euhedral crystaline growths and the
fresh crystaline aggregates that indicate these grains
are not derived directly from the Beacon Group.
There are appreciable concentrations in the matrix of
calcium carbonate and calcium sulphate.

The thin lenses of fossiliferous rock flour silts are
underlain and overlain by unfossiliferous beds of
water-sorted pebble and cobble gravels. Test excava-
tions at ten different places in the low knolls termed
the "Pecten Moraine" revealed fine-grained deposits
were the dominant materials underlying the lag con-
centrate ventifact pavement.

H. K. Brooks

Figure 1. Frequency of roundness classes in pecten bed quartz
grains, 0.5 to 1.0 mm. VA, very angular; A, angulars, SA,

subangular; SR subrounded; R, rounded; Wit, well rounded.
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Figure 2. Representative quartz
grains, 0.5 to 1.0 mm., from
pecten bed: (a) etched vitreous
surface with opal encrustation,
lower left: (b) grain with sec-
ondary euhedral growth: (c)
typical quartz grain with opal
encrustation; (d) enlargement of
portion of opaline encrustation
shown in grain c.

Pat Carl sle

There must have been a fjord in Wright Valley at
the time of retreat of the great valley glacial event
that last occurred. The fauna in the pecten beds, in-
cluding the foraminiferal assemblage, is not that of
McMurdo Sound at the present time. It would appear
that the pecten beds are Pliocene in age. They cer-
tainly have nothing to do with an ice sheet in excess
of 1,100 meters thick in McMurdo Sound and a
lobe of ice extending westward into Wright Valley
(Nichols, 1964, P. 126) and Taylor Valley (Péwé,
1960).

Proper study of these interesting fjord deposits and
other Tertiary deposits known to occur in the area of
McMurdo Sound (Speden, 1962) will not only cast
new light upon the glacial history of the dry valleys,
but will, no doubt, provide information on the pre-
and early glacial history of the continent.

Polar cap glaciers are ineffective erosional agents.
Outlet glaciers have been inferred as the erosional
agent for the antarctic valleys at a time of greater de-

velopment of the continental ice sheet (Nichols, 1963,
P. 125; Gunn and Warren, 1962, p. 14; Calkin, Beh-
ling, and Bull, 1970, p. 22); once formed it is postu-
lated the polar ice cap has continuously existed. This
may not be correct. Based on study of USNS Eltanin
cores, Bandy and Casey (1970, p. 177-178) have stat-
ed, "The upper section of the antarctic deep-sea cores,
labeled Glacial Pleistocene and Holocene (have)
a suggested temperature range of from less than 00

to about 5°C. . . . In lower sections of antarctic cores
labeled Pliocene- Preglacial Pleistocene, temperate ra-
diolarian species define warmer cycles with a suggested
temperature range of about 5° to 15° C." Margolis
and Kennett (1971, p. 175-176) refer to "Late Mio-
cene . . . cooling trend . . . that led to Antarctica's
Pleistocene Glaciation." From radiometric datings of
volcanics it is known that the Dry Valleys were sculp-
tured at least to 2.7 to 3.9 million years ago (Arm-
strong, et al. 1968; Nichols, 1971, p. 302). There is
evidence that glaciation began in Antarctica 7 to 10
million years ago (Rutford et al. 1970).
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Cirques and glacial eroded valleys that are now un-
glaciated (Gould, 1939, P. 738; Autenboer, 1964, p.
94; Nichols, 1964, p. 125) have been used to infer
extensive deglaciation. Could it be that the great
valleys of Antarctica were not eroded by outlet gla-
ciers, but rather by temperate alpine glaciers under
warmer conditions prior to the Pleistocene (?) origin
of the present polar ice cap? Perhaps during the shift
from a predominately temperate alpine glacial climate
to a cold, continental polar ice cap condition, the
fjord deposit was formed in the Wright Valley.

Isostatic uplift and other possible diastrophic move-
ment complicate interpretation of the pecten bed.
No glacial eustatic inferences should be made. How-
ever, a clue to antarctic continental glaciation can be
found in the coastal features of the more stable regions
of the world (Alt and Brooks, 1965). Through strati-
graphic and geomorphic research in Florida, a Middle
Pliocene eustatic stand of sea level at or below that
of the present has been proved (U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, 1965; Brooks, 1966; Webb and Tessman,
1967). This was prior to known extensive continental
glaciation in the northern hemisphere, thus this eusta-
tic event suggests development of an Antarctic polar
ice cap. Sea level returned to about 45 to 50 meters
above its present level during the Late Pliocene (Oke-
fenokee Terrace and the underlying estuarine Bone
Valley Formation, Brooks, 1968). The present antarc-
tic ice cap contains 90 percent of the glacial ice of the
world (Bull, 1971). Antarctica was undoubtedly gla-
ciated during the late Pliocene; but it is improbable
that an extensive polar ice cap existed. If a polar ice
cap has existed continuously from the Miocene to the
present, one has difficulty explaining late Pliocene and
"pre-glacial" Pleistocene higher stands of sea level
(Brooks, 1972; Colquhoun, 1969).

Dr. Orville L. Bandy and Mr. Maurice J . McSave-
ney have contributed to this study through construc-
tive criticism. The officers and enlisted men of VXE-6,
U.S. Navy, cooperated fully in the field work. Dr. P. S.
Callahan and Mrs. Pat Carlysle provided the electron
microscope photographs.
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 Moraine is
located on the valley floor below sites C and D, which mark the approximate location of two small basaltic cinder cones. Site
A indicates the basalt cone located on the western margin of the accumulation basin of the Meserve Glacier (M.) Site B is the

sample locality for the dated basalts from the Alpine II moraine.
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K-Ar dates of the McMurdo volcanics and their
relation to the glacial history of Wright Valley

ROBERT J . FLECK'
Department of Geology
Ohio State University

Lois M. JONES
Department of Geology
University of Georgia

ROBERT E. BEHLING
Department of Geology
West Virginia University

Basaltic cinder cones of the McMurdo volcanics
occur in several ice-free valleys of southern Victoria
Land and can be used in interpreting the glacial
history of the region. The volcanic cones in Wright
Valley are located primarily along the south wall be-
tween the Goodspeed and Bartley Glaciers. East of
Bartley Glacier, two well-defined cinder cones are
located in the accumulation basin of Meserve Glacier,
one on the western margin, and the other at the head
of the cirque. In addition, volcanic debris can be
found on and within the surrounding drift.

Three small cinder cones are found on the eastern
margin of Bartley Glacier. Denton and Armstrong
(1968) dated a sample from one of these cones and
obtained a potassium-argon age of 3.5 ± 0.3 million
years (corrected value, 3.7 ± 0.3 million years, G. H.
Denton, personal communication). East of these gla-
ciers, a large moraine (the Loop moraine) has been

1 Present address: U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park,
California.

built on the valley floor by a glacier that entered
Wright Valley from McMurdo Sound. Two small
cinder cones are located at higher elevations on the
south wall of the valley. The larger of these cones was
also dated by Denton and Armstrong (1968), and it
yielded a (corrected) K-Ar age of 3.9 ± 0.3 million
years. Since these cones rest on the glacially eroded
surface of the axial valley, they postdate the valley-
cutting glaciation.

During the 1969-1970 austral summer, samples of
basalt were collected from the Loop cones, the cone
at the west margin of the accumulation basin of the
Meserve Glacier, and the volcanic debris at the sur-
face and at 1-meter depth of the Alpine II moraine
on the west side of the Meserve Glacier (locality
WVM-16, Everett, 1971). The results are given in the
table.

The observed age differences between the Alpine II
moraine samples (LMJ-1, LMJ-2) and the samples
from the Meserve accumulation basin and the axial
valley (LMJ-3 and LMJ-4) are considered significant,
representing different periods of volcanism. The sur-
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Potassium-argon determinations of McMurdo volcanics in Wright Valley.
Sample	 Percent	 Moles "Ara	Percent	 Ageb
number	Location	 K+	per gram (x 10 12 )	4OAra	 (m.y.)

LMJ-1 Alpine II moraine,	1.0965 1.095	6.248, 7.205	6.0, 9.2	3.4 ± 0.6
west side of Meserve
Glacier, 1 meter depth

LMJ-2 Location same as	1.0595 1.062	6.455	 44.8	3.4 ± 0.1
LMJ-1, but surface
sample

LMJ-3 Cone at west margin,	1.1225 1.124	4.6855 5.493	36.7, 28.0	2.5 ± 0.3
Meserve Glacier
accumulation basin

LMJ-4 Second Loop cone,	1.145, 1.177	8.641	 49.0	4.2 ± 0.2
smaller and more
westerly of two cones

a Radiogenic.
b Error limits represent estimate of one standard deviation calculated as described by Cox and Dalrymple (1967).

face and 1-meter-depth samples from the Alpine II
moraine, however, are identical within experimental
error, indicating that the basalt is incorporated within
the moraine and not simply covering it. Alpine II
Glaciation must, then, be younger than about 3.4
million years.

Although neither of the moraine samples was de-
rived from the dated accumulation basin cone on the
western margin (2.5 million years), Alpine II mo-
raines could also be younger than 2.5 million years,
as suggested by Behling (1971). The volcanic material
in the moraine could have been derived from the
small, undated cone located at the head of the Me-
serve Glacier cirque, from the Alpine III moraine, or
from a source presently covered by ice or moraine.

The Alpine III moraine on the west side of the
Meserve Glacier is composed almost entirely of vol-
canic debris, while the equivalent moraine on the
eastern side contains none. Although the age of this
volcanic material is unknown, the oldest basalt found
in the Meserve drainage is the 3.4-million-year basalt
in the Alpine II moraine. It is probable, although by
no means certain, then, that the Alpine III Glacia-
tion is also younger than 3.4 million years. This age
assignment agrees with that of Denton et al. (1970),
who reported maximum and minimum age limits of
3.5 and 2.1 million years, respectively, for the Alpine
III glaciation in Taylor Valley.

Available age determinations now suggest that the
major axial valley-cutting glaciation occurred over 4.2
million years ago. Alpine glaciations probably began
more recently than 3.4-3.5 million years ago, although
the water-eroded channel west of the Meserve Glacier
may be related to subglacial eruption of the 3.4-million
year basalt. Volcanism occurred at the western mar-
gin of the Meserve accumulation basin approximately
2.5 million years ago, and both older and possibly

younger volcanics were later reworked during the
Alpine II glaciations, being incorporated in moraines
on both sides of the glacier. Additional age determi-
nations would better define the glacial history, particu-
larly in view of the reworked nature of volcanic ma-
terial in the Alpine II moraine. Dates are needed for
the volcanic cone located at the head of the accumula-
tion basin and for the Alpine II and Alpine III mo-
raines of Meserve Glacier.
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Calculated dates of selected glacial events
in Wright Valley

ROBERT E. BEHLING
Department of Geology
West Virginia University

Reaction kinetics (Laidler, 1965) applied to se-
lected chemical-weathering criteria provide relative
age determinations of the Meserve Glacier Alpine gla-
ciation chronological sequence in Wright Valley. The
glacial history of Wright Valley has been reviewed
by Calkin et al. (1970), and selected chemical-physi-
cal weathering analyses and soil studies have been re-
ported by Behling and Calkin (1969, 1970) and
Behling (1970, 1971a, 1971b).

The rate of a reaction dependent on one reactant is
dC

- ---kC	(1.1)

where
t = tune
C = concentration of reactant
k = rate constant
n = order of equation.

The logarithmic solution of the first order reaction-
rate equation is

log C = log CO + bt	(1.2)
where
CO = concentration of reactant at time zero (t	0)

k
b	- 2.3026

Numerous chemical and elemental soil properties
were determined to identify one or more properties
showing consistent trends in the chronological se-
quence of Alpine Glaciation soils. Two time-depen-
dent properties showed consistent trends which could
be tested by reaction kinetics. They were (1) the ele-
mental potassium content of medium and fine silt, and
(2) soil salt-concentration. Calculations based on
equation 1.2 require at least one absolute date. An
approximate age of 3.0 million years of the Alpine
III Glaciation, based on potassium-argon dating of
associated volcanics (Fleck et al., 1972) was used in
the calculations.

Age determinations by total salt content were based
on a linear relationship assuming the following: (1)
the source of all salt is through precipitation. (2) av-
erage annual precipitation at profile sites has remained
constant, and (3) salt has not been leached from the
1-meter profiles examined. Salt added through chemi-
cal weathering is assumed to be negligible in these
calculations.

These two dating methods provide supportive evi-
dence for placing the Alpine II Glaciation of Meserve
Glacier between 240,000 and 320,000 years ago, and
the Alpine I Glaciation between 4,400 and 6,000 years
ago (table 1).

Table 1. Relative age estimations based on salt concentration and reaction kinetics.

f2 (s, t)	reaction kinetics: potassium composition
f1 (s,t)	 estimated salt

	

salt content	content, surface
Glaciation	 in profile	 to bedrock a	 20 - 5	 5 - 21z

Alpine I	 4.4 X 102y	5.2 X 1 O3	6.0 X 103y	5.9 x 103y
Alpine II	 2.45-2.60X105y 2.20-2.30Xl0 5y	3.2 X 105y	2.4 X 1 05
Alpine III	 Age assumed for calculations: 3.0 X 106y.

a Assuming linear decrease of salt content from 1-meter depth to zero concentration at bedrock-moraine interface. Esti-
mations based on Ficks' Law of Diffusion and uniform concentration below 1-meter depths do not vary significantly from
f1 and f2 values.

Function f1 based on salt-content of 1-meter profiles; f, based on total salt content (partially estimated).
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Table 2. Revised tentative glacial sequence based on weathering and soil studies. (Top: Recent. Bottom: Pliocene.)
Axial glaciations	 Alpine	 Axial glaciations
from the east	 glaciations	 from the west

.Wright Upper I
Wright Lower

............................................................................................................................Alpine 	I
(4.4 x 10' to 6.0 x 10'

years ago)
Trilogy

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................Wright 	Upper	II

.............................................................................................................................Alpine II ... ........................................................... ... .... .................... .Wright Upper III
(2.4 x 10' to 3.2 x 10'

years ago)
Loop

...........................................................................................................................Alpine	ha
or

mudflows and fans
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................Wright 	Upper	IV
............................................................................................................................Alpine 	III

(2.4 x 106 to 3.4 x 106
years ago)

'Pecten' silt-loam
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................Valley-cutting episodes

This work to develop methods of determining rela-
tive ages glaciations in Wright Valley is presently
being applied to a suite of samples representing the
complete axial, as well as alpine glacial sequence as
determined by Calkin et al. (1970). The revised tenta-
tive sequence of glaciations in Wright Valley deter-
mined by soil and weathering observations is pre-
sented in table 2. Significant changes and additions to
the sequence are summarized here:

I. Axial glaciations from the west
A. Wright Upper III similar in age to Alpine II

and Trilogy glaciations.

B. Wright Upper IV younger than Alpine III.

II. Axial glaciations from the east
A. Weathering of Pecten-age silt-loam deposits in

the valley indicates they are older than Alpine
III deposits. Texture supports the hypothesis
that Pecten deposits are of marine and not
glacial origin (McSaveney and McSaveney,
1972).

B. Loop Glaciation older than Alpine II but not
by more than a factor of two.

C. Trilogy Glaciation younger than Alpine II,
perhaps by a factor of one-half. There is no
significant change in Trilogy soils to within
50 meters of the present Wright Lower Gla-
cier, except for a gradual decrease in depth
to ice-cemented permafrost.

D. Prior to the Alpine I Glaciation, Wright
Lower Glacier advanced no more than 50
meters in front of the present ice position
(Wright Lower Glaciation). An advance of

this magnitude could have occurred solely
through expansion of Wilson Piedmont Gla-
cier.

This work is a result of National Science Founda-
tion grant GA-4029 to The Ohio State University Re-
search Foundation and the Institute of Polar Studies.
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Kukri Hills as seen from Taylor Valley, Victoria Land, Antarctica.

A walk in Taylor Valley
CHARLES NEIDER

The most famous and one of the largest of the dry
valleys is Taylor Valley, first explored by Scott during
the Discovery Expedition. In The Voyage of the "Dis-
covery" Scott used the plural form, referring to the
valleys. But Shackleton, in The Heart of the Antarctic,
referred only to "the Dry Valley," meaning the still
unnamed valley that Scott had found. And Griffith
Taylor, the geologist on Scott's last (Terra Nova)
expedition, who was the first to understand that the
Ferrar Glacier is really two glaciers in apposition
(that is, that the two are Siamese twins, in a sense),
adhered to Shackleton's usage. Scott later named
both Taylor Glacier, formerly the northern arm of the
Ferrar, and Taylor Valley, in honor of the geologist.

This article, which appears here by permission of the
author, is a condensed chapter from Mr. Neider's forthcoming
book, Ross Island, Antarctica, to be published by Doubleday
and Company. Mr. Neider's research in Antarctica was
supported by the U.S. Navy and the National Science Foun-
dation as well as by the Chapeibrook Foundation.

November-December 1972

Historically, Taylor Valley was the original Dry
Valley. Extending from the antarctic ice plateau on
the west to McMurdo Sound on the east, and lying
lust north of the Kukri Hills, it was once entirely
occupied by the Taylor Glacier. The glacier has re-
ceded toward the plateau from much of the valley
and has diminished both in depth and width, but
what is left of it still constitutes a mighty ice river,
more than sufficient to plug up the valley's western
end.

At Scott's request Taylor explored the valley in
January 1911. He wrote enthusiastically about it in a
chapter of Scott's Last Expedition:

"A strong keen wind was blowing up the valley,
but the most remarkable feature of this region pre-
vented it from becoming obnoxious. There was no
drift-snow! Imagine a valley 4 miles wide, 3000 feet
deep, and 25 miles long without a patch of snow—
and this in the Antarctic in latitude 77/2 °S. . .
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Between the serrated crests of the giant cliffs towering
five or six thousand feet above us were cascading
rivers of ice. These hanging glaciers spread out in
great white lobes over the lower slopes of dark rock,
and in some cases the cliffs were so steep that the
lower portion of the tributary glacier was fed purely
by avalanches falling from the ice fields above. And,
most amazing of all, not a snow-drift in sight. It was
warm weather most of the time we spent in Dry
Valley—rising sometimes above freezing-point--and
everywhere streams were tinkling among the black
boulders, so much so that this valley, in spite of its
name, was certainly the wettest area I saw in Antarc-
tica!"

I paid a visit to Taylor Valley in January, 1971,
spending a long and wonderful day on the excursion.
I took with me as my field assistant ("buddy") David
Dreffin, the personable, tall, heavily bearded, blue-
eyed and sensitive man in his early twenties who moni-
tored the equipment in the red cosmic ray shack on
the road between McMurdo Station and Scott Base.

Dreffin and I breakfasted together the morning of
the seventh and reported to the helo hangar at 8:45.
I was happy to learn that Jim Brandau would be our
pilot, and was delighted when he invited me to fly
in the cockpit.

Brandau could have flown directly across the Sound
to the mouth of Taylor Valley and up the valley to
Lake Bonney, our destination. This would have en-
tailed a trip of approximately 75 miles. Instead, he
went by a roundabout way in order, as he later casu-
ally mentioned, to expose me to some unusual sights.
The length of our outward flight was roughly 175
miles.

As we drew near to Brown Peninsula (the tip of the
peninsula is about twenty miles southwest of Hut
Point) we flew low over vast fields of chaotic ice,
much of which, mixed with morainic deposits, resem-
bled mudflats. Dark silt lay between the morainic
ridges. We encountered a few patches of dirty snow.
Water was visible in the form of pools and rivulets
but none was blue. We had a cloud cover now and
the water, failing to catch a blue sky, showed black.
It was a black-and-white scene, for both ice and snow
were white, although a dirty, messy white. I was
totally unprepared for such a wild wasteland, which
was unlike anything I had ever seen. At times we
crossed great furrows and ridges, like plowed black
land that had been snowed upon long ago. At others
we viewed mazes of ruts and crisscrosses that sug-
gested an alluvial delta. It was impossible, from the
helicopter, to judge the depths of the streams, or
whether the ice surface would support a human body,
but the area looked thoroughly untraversable. Every-
thing was a stark black and white except for a bit of
thin blue sky far, far to the west.

In the mouth of the Koettlitz Glacier we saw fan-
tastic, blue ice forms, some of which must have been
a hundred feet high. Blue? Not the subtle glacial pas-
tel. I mean a blue bluer than the desert sky; a riotous
candy blue. What we saw was as unbelievable and
pleasurable as fairy tales: snow and ice forms looming
out of fields of ice: teahouse kiosks, turrets, battle-
ments, cliffed islands, Swiss lake dwellings. And blue
ice streams snaking along in a stupendous nightmare
of slow motion. The blue showed despite the cloud
cover, so I assumed it was in the ice itself. What a
scene it was, with the glacier so spacious, us flying
quite low, and with all these varied shapes against the
powder blues of the basic glacial ice.

The exotic formations were caused by erosion, by
sublimation of ice, and by variations in the tempo of
melting, the latter being due to the debris the glacier
was carrying. The darker portions absorbed more heat,
melting more rapidly than the lighter areas.

The ice river was moving and depositing a vast
amount of material, and was exerting pressure against
the land and against the sea ice.

It caused the sea ice adjacent to its mouth to look
utterly chaotic. Meltwater ponds were as fascinating
as the ice shapes. Observing them, I imagined I was
seeing non-objective paintings, or cross-sections of
agate, moonstone, coral and pearl.

We caught glimpses of the white inland plateau.
There, in the west, the sky was clear, a deep blue near
the zenith. Heading for Marshall Valley, we ap-
proached the strange, denuded brown land with its
mountains, glaciers and valleys that I had wanted
for so long to visit. The tops of hills and mountains
were often obscured by clouds. At times we flew
through clouds that seemed like fog. We crossed Mar-
shall Valley and went up Miers Valley, seeing the
Miers Glacier and Miers Lake, then came to the Blue
Glacier with its many icefalls. The Blue Glacier is
rather short and is not fed directly by the plateau
icecap. Smaller glaciers, spilling down hills, pour from
the plateau into it. In places we saw splotches of tex-
tured ice in many vivid hues of green and blue. Bran-
dau flew to the glacier's head, where we had close
views of the frozen, broken falls. We were at quite a
height now, around 5,000 feet. I leaned out of my
hatch into the windstream and glanced back. Along
the horizon, right to left, tiny yet still recognizable,
were Cape Armitage, Observation Hill, The Gap, Cra-
ter Hill, Castle Rock, Hut Point Peninsula and the
Turks Head Ridge. The Ridge was the Erebus ice-
falls back of Cape Evans. Erebus was hidden by
clouds.

We flew above Overflow Glacier to the Ferrar Gla-
cier, then headed west along the Ferrar's southern
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Angular rocks line the floor of Taylor Valley near the Matterhorn
Glacier. The glacier's snout is visible at the left.

side. The Ferrar Glacier, some 35 miles long and from
three to six miles wide, lies between the Royal Society
Range and the Kukri Hills. It was named after Hart-
ley T. Ferrar, geologist of the Discovery Expedition.
The Kukris, named by the same expedition, are so
called because of their supposed resemblance to a
Ghurka knife. Serrated, dark brown, in places tan,
their crests now laced, cottoned and curtained by
pearly clouds, with glaciers hanging down the crests
and meeting the great highway of the Ferrar, they
were very beautiful. The Ferrar is rather a rotten
glacier, chopped up, highly textured, with many melt-
water courses and numerous dirty areas due to silt
material. It has long dark lines running down its
length.

Hugging the golden, barren mass of Briggs Hill,
with gray cottony clouds that seemed to be falling

down its slopes—the hill met the Ferrar sharply—we
approached Cathedral Rocks, those massive, brown,
spired mountains so well known to Scott and Shackle-
ton that form the northern terminus of the Royal
Society Range. The tops were now brilliantly sunlit
and etched with snow.

"I get a shiver up my spine every time I see them,"
Brandau said.

On our left, we passed first Table Mountain, whose
top was swathed in clouds, then the Knobhead, re-
sembling a terra cotta pyramid with slabs of dark
brown dolerite interspersed with strata of tan sand-
stone. Glancing westward up Windy Gully with its
icefalls and crevasses, we had glimpses of the great,
high, bleak plateau and of nunataks on it, and, in the
foreground, saw New Mountain on the right (or
northern) side of the Gully, and Terra Cotta Moun-
tain on the left of it. We flew low over some Windy
Gully icefalls that suggested a mass of whipped cream
suddenly frozen while being frothed.

We flew west briefly over Windy Gully, then north-
west over the land mass which includes New Moun-
tain. Below us stretched a rich, brown, denuded, sterile
land of peaks, crags, valleys, and large amphitheaters
composed of bands of sandstone alternating with rib-
bons of dolerite. Bad weather, moving in from the
east and north, was filling the amphitheaters with
smoke-colored clouds. The Lashly Glacier was part of
the distant background, as were the Lashly Mountains.

Tabular Mountain, in the middle ground, looked
remarkably fine: pale, gray, a suggestive thin wash
setting off the spectacular brilliance of the terra cotta
areas. Coming around east of Pyramid Mountain
(both Pyramid and Finger Mountains had a terra
cotta appearance, and the area between them formed
an amphitheater full of creamy snow), we had views
of the head of the Taylor Glacier, which resembled a
steaming cauldron: the weather was thick there. The
icefalls there gave the impression of being in great
motion.

Beyond the Taylor, the Asgard Range rose out of
agitated clouds. Finger Mountain, well known to the
early explorers, swung in a tight arc, the fingertip
pointing southeast. The Taylor moves down from the
north side of New Mountain. At Cavendish Rocks it
is apposite to the Ferrar Glacier. It is some 35 miles
long, from two to ten miles wide, and flows from the
Victoria Land plateau into the west end of Taylor
Valley, north of the Kukri Hills.

We crossed its upper reaches, then swung eastward
over Pearse Valley, in which we saw a small, lovely
blue and green lake. As we left the valley we again
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picked up the Taylor Glacier, whose cliffs appeared
to be several hundred feet high. The glacier's surface
was a pale, dusty blue, with patches of white; occa-
sionally it was daubed with circular tan spots indi-
cating rock and boulder debris. Flying eastward along-
side the Taylor's northern edge, we caught sight of
the Kukris with their glaciers that hung like loose
tongues.

The Catspaw Glacier sprawled over two or three
hills opposite the Kukris. The valley's hills were a fine,
dark gray. When illumined directly by the sun they
looked almost tan. The Taylor receded from us like
a triangle down the valley. Its surface as we moved
eastward began to show crevasses and rotten, low spots.
At times we flew beside eroded cliffs with their em-
bedded boulders and soil. One large place in the cliff-
side was splotched by what looked like egg yolk.
Reaching the glacier's easternmost snout, we came to
Lake Bonney, which stems from it. We landed at
Bonney Hut on the shore of the lake.

The green, A-frame hut was more substantial and
better equipped than I had expected. At one time it
had been used by scientists for prolonged stays. There
was a smaller storage shack nearby. The hut con-
tained provisions, a large stove, a large generator,
ceiling lights, a sink, cots, chairs, cooking utensils and,
in case one had forgotten what naked women looked
like, many pinups in color. It lacked blankets and
sleeping bags. Brandau, showing us how to operate the
stove, said we would be picked up at about eight. We
accompanied him to the helo pad, near which were
several empty fuel drums and a rock cairn, and
watched him take off. It was now almost noon. Dreflin
and I agreed to skip lunch in order to have more
time for walking. He had consumed five or six eggs
at breakfast; he said they would hold him. I had had
a small breakfast but I was too excited to eat now.

In the vicinity of the hut there was no way to cross
over to the north shore of the lake (we wanted to
approach the snout of the Matterhorn Glacier), so
we hiked eastward until we reached an isthmus sepa-
rating Lake Bonney from a smaller lake. Here we
moved to the valley's northern side. It was a boulder-
strewn valley with a gray pebbly floor and with nu-
merous glaciers tonguing down from above. The very
dry hills were brilliantly sunlit. We came to the shores
of a pond. Our boots sank in the porous soil. Proceed-
ing along the pond's northern shore, we occasionally
leaped across meltwater streams, Dreffin flying through
the air with stilt-like legs. He was wearing a black
cap, a plaid woolen shirt, a USARP parka, baggy
black windpants, standard-issue hiking boots and large
sunglasses.

C/,ar1e. Neider
Sunlight gleams on the cliff-like snout of Matterhorn Glacier.

We reached higher, firmer ground. The hills rose on
both sides of us to a naked, dazzling sky. I recalled
the grays and blacks of Royds and Evans, the volcanic
darknesses of McMurdo. When I turned around to
look back, I saw the 'Taylor Glacier filling the valley
floor thickly. There was something hauntingly strange
here. Then I realized what it was: the absence of birds
over dry land.

No life stirred that the naked eye could discern. The
world seemed purely inorganic. No leaves or weeds to
rustle in a breeze; no treetops to sough or sigh. There
was no wind. If and when we left the sound of melt-
waters we would encounter the great antarctic silence.

We came upon what I thought of as "mysterious"
tracks, of about four persons, heading eastward and
going persistently and intelligently, selecting the mid-
dle ground to avoid unnecessary climbing over debris
hills, finding the best way among boulders, moraines
and across streams, and often following little trails
that I suspected were old meltwater courses. Occa-
sionally, when the ground was very hard, almost bony,
we lost the tracks. Then we hunted for them, for our
"friends," as we called them, or for our predecessors
and trailmasters, as I thought them. Given the facts
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of life in Antarctica, I was fairly certain that the
makers of these tracks were no longer in the valley.
I would have been informed of the fact at McMurdo
if they were. So who were they and how long ago had
they been here? And had they been just legging it
along like ourselves, going as far as the spirit moved
them?

When we came abreast of the Matterhorn we stared
up at its rotten, vertically striated snout suspended on
the northern hillside above us, and at the ice boulders
strewn in a helter-skelter mass directly below the snout.
We listened to the sounds of a brook rushing west-
ward past us, and to the noises of waters flowing from
the dying glaciers and trickling over the dry earth
and being sponged by the earth. I stared in wonder at
the brook. There were freshets aplenty in the McMur-
do environs this summer, but those were volcanic-
milky, whereas this one at my feet was limpid, crystal,
inviting us to drink. We drank and moved on.

The valley at times doubled and tripled because of
long morainic hills. The glacial debris made this place
a rock hunter's paradise. Then we found that the
valley had subtly turned; we were no longer able to
look back and see Lake Bonney. Sometimes the foot-
ing was soft, laborious; we slid, lost ground. Near the
Lacroix Glacier we heard meltwater rushing among
boulders and under giant slabs of fallen glacial ice.
At times the valley floor bristled with light glancing
off rocks, many of them erratics. We found numerous
interesting stones: granites, marbles, chalks, conglom-
erites; others suggesting coke or cinders; some pink
with gray veins, or plum flecked with bits of ivory, or
rose and resembling glazed clay; others burnt coffee,
angelic white. Many had been sculptured by the
winds in such a way as to be lovely to gaze at and to
handle. A grapefruit-size piece of marble, cracked, ir-
regular in shape, whitish in places, yellowish and
glazed in others, contained deep, grainy, burnt-rust
little holes. One long stone, heavy, gray, had been
streamlined and polished to an especially pleasing re-
sult. We came to moraines like earthworks. Occa-
sionally the valley floor looked dunelike in its freedom
from morainic clutter.

We reached a mummified crabeater seal, one of
some half-dozen, including pups, we had encountered
on our way. We studied this phenomenon, reported
as long ago as Scott's first expedition, and wondered,
as Scott's people and no doubt the makers of the
tracks had, how the seals, whose habitat is salt water,
had gotten so far up the valley. If I remember cor-
rectly, carbon-dating experiments indicate that the
youngest of the specimens is some two hundred and
fifty years old, the oldest five thousand. But, for special
and technical reasons, there is some doubt as to the
accuracy of the carbon-dating method as applied to

the seal specimens in the dry valleys. The seal's hide
felt as hard as wood. Some of the bleached, curved
bones, off which the light glanced brilliantly, were
exposed.

When we were close to the Nussbaum Riegel (rock
bar), which protrudes northward from the Kukri Hills
and almost cuts the valley in two, we turned back.
But before doing so we climbed to the top of a hill
of shards and rocks and viewed the Suess Glacier to
the east of us, with its sensuous, gentle fall down the
north slope (on our left). A small, ice-covered lake,
with patches of snow, beautiful with pale greens, blues
and touches of lavender, lay between us and the
glacier.

Clouds were by now moving into the valley's west-
ern end, causing us to wonder if the helicopter would
be able to pick us up on schedule. If it wouldn't, we
could make do for the night by firing up the stove in
Bonney Hut. On our way back we ascended the slope
to the Matterhorn's high, massive, cliff-like snout,
under which we rested. Looking across the valley from
this shadowed vantage point, I had the feeling I was
viewing two large Egyptian pyramids atop the sunlit
Kukri Hills, whose dryness and color reminded me of
the Sahara near El Giza,

Moving now into the last lap back, and doing it
by a more southerly route, on the opposite side of the
valley from which we had come, we reached what
looked like an alluvial delta. On the shore of a little
lake as green as jade were the remains of another
crabeater seal. The lake rippled in a wind, its surface
aflame with whitecaps. Waves of gratitude to all those
who had made my being here possible swept over me.
In this mood I reached Bonney Hut.

The stove, the generator, the cots, chairs, a sink that
emptied into a tub; shelves with canned rations; our
gear flung about; and Dreffmn gulping a long time
from his canteen, then leaning back on a cot in a
corner, wild-eyed with fatigue, without his large sun-
glasses, his long brown hair askew, his long legs lying
as if broken at the knees, observing me, wondering
perhaps what my next move would be. I left that look
and that huge beard and went outside to gaze at the
lake's frozen cap and at the glacier beyond, then re-
entered the hut and prepared a supper of K rations.
Afterwards I cleaned up and looked through a window
at the brilliance, the radiance. Dreffin still sat asprawl.

I went outside again, walked along the shore, then
stood very still, listening to Antarctica's silence (the
wind had died down), now exquisitely broken as bits
of floating, irridescent ice flakes, colliding with icicles,
tinkled like tiny musical glasses. Some three billion
human beings were teeming on the surface of the
earth. I was one of a handful who had been lucky
enough to walk at the world's very edge.
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Aerial, aquatic, and soil microbiology of
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Don Juan Pond, a shallow, saline, closed lake in
the polar climate area of the south fork of Wright
Valley, is a unique ecosystem which was recently
studied as a site for the Dry Valley Drilling Project
(Morelli et al., 1972). The pond had previously been
studied with regard to physical and chemical charac-
teristics (Tedrow et at., 1963; Toni and Ossaka,
1965), as well as microbiology (Hall, 1968; Meyer
et al., 1962), and lately as a study area in relation to
possible Maitian life detection (Horowitz, 1971; Hor-
owitz etaL, 1972).

This paper presents the results of one phase of research
carried out under National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration contract NAS 7-100. Logistic support and facilities
for the investigations in Antarctica and additional laboratory
support at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory were provided under
National Science Foundation contract NSF-0585 for the study
of antarctic microbial ecology. Prof. R. M. Johnson, Arizona
State University, Tempe, Arizona, identified the aerial and soil
bacteria. D. R. Gensel performed some of the microbiological
tests. H. P. Conrow performed some of the soil analyses.
Other soil and water analyses were performed by Elek Micro-
analytic Laboratory, Torrance, California, E. S. Babcock and
Sons, Riverside, California, W. E. Gardner, Sloan Research
Industries, Inc., Riverside, California, and S. P. Vango, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California.

For the subject study, a camp of 12 people was
established December 10, 1971, and abandoned De-
cember 16, 1971. A soil profile, collected to a depth of
15 centimeters in January 1967, was also examined in
1971 for soil and microbial characteristics. For periods
of two days, air samples were collected up- and down-
wind of the campsite, northeast of Don Juan Pond,
using Staplex, Roto-rod, Reynier slit, and Andersen
cascade air samplers.

Except for the Reynier sampler, which was run for
1 hour, all samplers were operated for 30 minutes, at
heights of 30 or 100 centimeters above the soil surface.
Only the Staplex and Reynier samplers were operated
concurrently.

On December 11, during sampling upwind and east
of the camp, air temperatures ranged from 8° to
13°C. (the highest values we have ever recorded in
the dry valleys), relative humidity was 37 to 42 per-
cent, and winds were 4 knots. On the following
day, approximately 1.7 kilometers downwind and west
of the camp, air temperatures at the time of sampling
were 41 to 6 0 C., relative humidity was 45 percent
(the same as for water activity of Don Juan Pond),
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Table 1. Abundance of bacteria and molds obtained during air sampling at Don Juan Pond, Wright Valley, Antarctica.
Sampler type	 Staplexa	 Roto-rod	 Reynier	 Andersen

Incubation medium	Trypticase soy	Cornstarchb	Cornstarchb	Cornstarchb
agar	 agar	 agar	 agar

Upwind samples	 0 bacteria	298 bacteria	6 molds	 1 bacteria
1 mold	 0 molds	1 bacteria	0 mold

Downwind samples	 4 bacteria	1 bacteria	0 bacteria	11 bacteria
6.5 molds	 1 mold	0 molds	 1 mold

a Includes average of results for samples collected at 100 and 30-centimeter heights.
b Low temperature cornstarch agar also used for collection purposes.

and the wind from the east was 8 knots. Microbiologi-
cal results of air sample incubations at 20°C. on tryp-
ticase soy agar (TSA), or corn starch agar, are shown
in table 1. A list of identified species is given in table 2.

At the pond, water samples were collected from the
east side on December 10, 1971. Twelve liters was
collected 100 meters from the water's edge to a depth
of 25 centimeters, 8 liters was collected 50 meters
from the water's edge to a depth of 15 centimeters,
and 4 liters was collected 1.8 meters from the eastern
edge of the pond at a depth of 5 centimeters. Water
temperature at all depths and locations was 8°C.
Chemical analyses of the pond water sample collected
100 meters from the shore are given in table 3.

The pond water was tested using methods similar to
those for soils (Cameron, 1971) to determine presence
and abundance of a variety of physiological groups of
microorganisms.

In addition, 8 Millipore filters (0.45 micron diame-
ter pore size) were used to filter 25 ml aliquots of
pond water. The filters were aseptically removed and
incubated in duplicate at 5°, 22°, and 37°C. One set
of filters also was incubated anaerobically (Gas-Pak)
at 22°C. TSA also was prepared using a filtrate of the
pond at a ratio of 2: 1, filtrate: distilled water, and 24
petri plates were poured and slanted to provide gradi-
ent plates. Duplicate gradient plates were layered with
Millipore filters treated and incubated as above. A
second duplicate set of gradient plates was inoculated
with untreated (unfiltered) pond water and also in-
cubated as above. Finally, a third duplicate set of
trypticase soy agar petri plates was inoculated with
a 1: 1 and 2: 1 extract of pond soil 567; distilled water
dilutions of 1 milliliter of pond water were incubated
as above at 22°C. at 10_2 and 10-s dilutions. All tests
were subsequently repeated, except the incubations on
soil extract agar.

Soils were procured aseptically from the eastern side
of the pond. At the edge of the pond, soil profile 950-
952 was collected from the surface and from depths
of 2, 15, and 30 centimeters. Soil profile 953-955 was
taken approximately 3.5 meters east of the water's
edge, at the very margin of visible, surficial salt evapo-
rite, and included samples from the same depths as

above. Soil profile 565-567, collected January 18,
1967, was obtained approximately 15 meters from the
water's edge, from visibly wet soil containing salt
evaporites.

These latter samples were collected from the sur-
face and from depths of 1, 1 to 7, and 7 to 15 centi-
meters. Relative humidity was 21 percent. Air tem-
perature at 1 meter was 9°C.; the soil surface was
13°C.; 2 centimeter depth, 7°C.; 7 centimeter depth,
5°C; and 15 centimeter depth, 3.5°C. The soil
was soft, with unconfined compressive strength of less
than 0.25 kilogram per square centimeter, but in-
creasingly compact below the surface: 4.0 to 4.5 at
7 centimeters and over 4.5 kilograms per square centi-
meter at 15 centimeters. (Soil dried at 105°C. was
brick-like). Salt evaporites were white, with a Munsell
notation of 10 YR 8/1, and the soil beneath was yel-
lowish-brown, with a Munsell notation of 10 YR 5/4.
Additional physical, physico-chemical, and chemical
analyses not included in this report deviated to some
degree from the pond water analyses and showed the
ameliorating influence of the soil substrate.

Tests for microorganisms in the soil samples were
performed according to methods used for other antarc-
tic soils (Cameron, 1971), including incubation at the
in situ moisture content, with several grams of soil
Table 2. Aerobiology of samples at Don Juan Pond, Wright

Valley, Antarctica.

BACTERIA
Bacillus cereus var. mycoides	 (U)
Bacillus coagulans	 (U)
Bacillus subtilis	 (U)
Brevibacterium tegumentacola	 (U)
Corynebacterium sepedonicum	 (U)
Micrococcus/lavus	 (U, D)
Micrococcus roseus	 (D)
Streptomyces sp.	 (U)

MOLDS
Monodictys austrina (?)	 (U)
Paecilomyces sp.	 (U, D)
Penicillium spp.	 (U, D)

(U) = upwind isolant, collected east of camp and north-
east of pond.

(D) = downwind isolant, collected west of camp and
west of pond.
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sprinkled on the surface of TSA petri plates. This
method provided for a nutrient and water activity
gradient and resembled capillary enrichment methods.
Duplicate sets of plates were incubated at 20°C. in
a humidity chamber equilibrated to 45 percent to
simulate the water activity of the pond at the time of
the latest collections.

The microbiology of the pond is not well under-
stood, and previous reports on presence or growth of
microorganisms are contradictory (Hall, 1968; Meyer
et al., 1962). Our studies also gave contradictory re-
sults, ranging from growth to no growth, even with the
same culture media subjected to the same environmen-
tal conditions for incubation purposes. In general,
many of our preliminary results were negative for
growth of microorganisms, but later it could be shown
that toxicity is undoubtedly an important factor in the
pond (Horowitz et al., 1972). Microorganisms are

•11..	-

Table 3. Analysis of Don Juan Pond water, Wright Valley,
Antarctica.

Analysis performed	 Result
Chemical j0j-a

Calcium	 1245000 ppm
Chlorine	 2455000 ppm
Sodium	 10,000 ppm
Magnesium	 2,000 ppm
Potassium	 250 ppm
Phosphate	 6 ppm
Iron	 1.6 ppm
Molybdenum	 0.2 ppm
Manganese	 0.1 ppm
Zinc	 0.1 ppm

Organic (Kjeldahl) nitrogen 1	0.004%
Organic (Allison) carbonb	0.03%
Carbonate (Allison) carbonb	0.002%
Organic C/N	 13.3%
Buffer capacity	 0.5 me/1
pH	 3.8
Eh (uncompensated)	 + 375mv
EC (X lO 6 mhos/cm at25°C.) 210,000
Osmotic pressure	 75.6 atmos.
Freezing pointc	- 53°C
Specific gravity	 1.292 at 24°C
Solubility	 37.3 g/ 100 g of

solution
at 0°C
31.8 g/lOOg of
solution
at - 45°C

a The following ions were less than 0.1 ppm: sulfate,
nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, bicarbonate, copper and boron.

b Determined on precipitates of 200 milflliters of water.
Methods also included gas chromatography, infrared spec-
trometry and mass spectrometry.

C Did not freeze when covered with dry ice during trans-
port from McMurdo Station to JPL. A freezing point of
—53°C. was determined by differential scanning calorimetry.

Environmental monitoring at Don Juan Pond, a potential drilling
site for the antarctic Dry Valley Drilling Project.

present, and gelatin phosphate at pH 7.2 with distilled
water plus 2.7 percent trypticase soy broth (TSB)
gave an average of 2 bacterial colonies at 10_ 2 dilution
and over 90 to numerous colonies at 10 dilution
when incubated at 20°C. In regard to inconsistency
of results, and as an indication of the toxicity of the
pond water, one assay of the material retained on the
Millipore filters yielded positive results for bacteria,
not only on di Menna's medium (pH 4.5), but also
on TSA, Burk's nitrogen-free "ion" agar, and actino-
mycete agar. Aqueous media of fluid thioglycollate,
nitrate reduction broth, and TSB were positive in 48
hours when inoculated with undiluted pond water,
and lactose broth was positive in 24 hours. The only
microorganism recovered from the pond water was
Achromobacter parvulus. It grew exceptionally well
upon restreaking on Burk's nitrogen-free "ion" agar,
but not on TSA. Radio respirometric tests with the
pond water also failed to yield any significant positive
results (J . S. Hubbard and A. B. Miller, personal com-
munication). Incubation of inoculated media equili-
brated at a 0.45 did not show any growth of micro-
organisms after more than 6 months incubation.

Incubations of soil samples also failed to yield con-
sistent results in repeated testing, although in nearly
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Monitoring exhaust of turbo-jet helicopter at Lake Fryxell in Taylor Valley.

all cases some bacteria were eventually cultured from
each of the nine soils on all media (table 4). Two
subsurface soils also showed the presence of yeasts and
molds. The yeasts were represented by the black Pullu-
lana pidlulans (Aureobasidiuin spp.) and the common
white Cryptococcus albidus. The molds were Penicil-
hum spp. All have been found previously in Antarc-
tica, as well as in other regions. The only alga was
Anacystis montana. Filamentous blue-green algae are
the most predominant taxa in antarctic soils and fresh-
water habitats (Drouet, 1962). The bacteria so far
identified from the soils are a single species, Achromo-
bacter parvulus. Two strains of this species tested had
a salt tolerance of 5 percent in TSB (which contains
5 percent NaCl). They also showed variable growth
on an extract of salty temperate desert soil. However,
one strain which survived 55°C. incubation (but

would not grow at this temperature) subsequently
grew at 60 or 25°C. and on Burk's nitrogen free "ion"
agar, but this was not true for another strain isolated
at 20°C. A. parvulus is not unusual in antarctic soils.
It was also isolated from a soil pit east of Lake Vanda
in January 1967. Other species isolated from this same
pit included Arthrobacter tumescens, Brevibacterium
fulvum, Corynebacterium equi, C. sepedonicum, C.
pseudodiphthericum, Micrococcus can didus, M. fla-
vus, and Streptomyces sp. Except for C. pseudodip-
thericum and Streptomyces sp., which grew best at
37 0 C., the other isolants and strains grew best at
25°C. and more than half also grew at 6°C. No bacil-
lus spp. were isolated from the 1967 soil pit.

Although our work lends support to previous work
in regard to correlation of air sample isolants with

Table 4. Abundance of microorganisms in soils of Don Juan Pond, Wright Valley, Antarctica (per grain of soil).
Sample

Sample	depth	Aerobic	Aerobic	Aerobic	Micro- Lactose fer_ Nitrate	Nitrogen
No.	(cm)	bacteria	bacteria	bacteria aerophiles a menters a reducers a fixers a	Yeasts	Yeasts	Molds	Molds
565	Surf. 1	50	130	10	103	10	100	90	0	0	0	50
566	1-7	5 x 10	1.3 x 104	100	10	100	<10	45	8.8 x 104 630	0	200
567	7-15	1.1 x 104	104	100	100	100	100	250	0	0	0	0
950	Surf. 2 1.2 x 103 1.1 x 103	10	<10	100	100	<10	0	0	0	0
951	15	210	700	100	103	100	100	<10	0	0	0	0
952	50	30	25	103	100	100	<10	<10	0	0	0	0
953	Surf. 2 6.8 )< 103 3.3 )< 103	103	103	100	10	<10	0	0	0	0
954	15	580	280	100	100	<10	100	<10	0	0	0	0
955	30	950	130	10	<10	100	10	<10	0	0	0	0

Fluid	 Nitrate re-

	

Trypticase	Trypticase Trypticase	thiogly-	Lactose	duction	 Di-	Di-	Di-	Di-
Medium	 soy agar	soy agar soy broth*	collate	broth	broth	Burk's b Menna's c Menna's c Menna's c Menna's c

	

Incubation Temperature +5°C	+20°C +20°C +20°C +20°C +20°C +20°C +5°C +20°C +5°C +20°C
a Positives at highest dilution. No growth was obtained for streptomycetes, anaerobic, coliformic, sulfate-reducing, and

obligate thermophilic bacteria. Algae (1:5 dilution of 10 grams soil) were found only in No. 950. Soil No. 566 and 567
contained bacteria that survived 55°C. incubation, i.e., they did not grow at 55°C. but later grew at 20°C. when plates were
removed from the 55°C. incubator.

b Burk's nitrogen-free "ion" agar.
C DiMenna's dextrose neopeptone agar, pH 4.5.
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those of coastal soil (Meyer, 1962), an earlier report
of negative results for aerial organisms at Don Juan
Pond (Meyer et al., 1962) is no longer valid, as shown
in table 2; nonindigenous soil microorganisms were
obtained in the air samples.

Bacteria, as well as molds, were obtained from air
samples taken both up- and downwind of the camp-
site at the pond. The aerial environment is obviously
no longer sterile, and it is certainly significant that at
least the bacteria probably arose from the camp, its
personnel, and their activities in the area, or from
some other contamination source.

It also is noteworthy that seven bacterial isolants
and three mold isolants were obtained from sam-
ples collected upwind of the camp, indicating that
they could have arisen from pollution foci east of the
pond, such as Lake Vanda and McMurdo Station.
The listed bacteria have been isolated from sources
considered pollutants (Cameron et al., 1972). Except
for the micrococci and C. sepedonicum, which grew
optimally at 25°C., the isolants grew best at 37° or
45 0 C.,. indicating nonindigenous antarctic sources.

Penicillium spp. are known to exist in the valleys
and other areas of the Antarctic, and both this mold
and Paecilomyces sp. have been reported previously
for aerial propagules obtained at Cape Hallett (Ru-
dolph, 1970). Monodictys austrinia was previously re-
ported as an isolant from soil at McMurdo (Tubaki
and Asano, 1965), an obviously contaminated area.
Whether or not populations occur in the dry valleys
is not known, and this aerial propagule could have
been carried by the wind or carried from the Mc-
Murdo staging area to the camp at Don Juan Pond,
along with personnel and their equipment.

Concluding remarks

The unusual geochemical composition (table 3)
and associated physical properties of Don Juan Pond
provide an important aquatic-soil interjacence eco-
system surrounded by a cold, barren, arid environ-
ment. Water is not lacking, and algae and associated
microfiora can grow at the stream inlet to the pond,
but microorganisms do not grow in the pond per Se,
nor in moist soil equilibrated at the low water activity
(a0.45 of the pond. Achromobacter parvalus is pres-
ently the sole survivor in the pond, although it is not
thriving there. However, since it is also found in the
adjacent soil, it may eventually overcome biotically
detrimental features of the pond, such as toxicity, high
osmotic pressure, salt imbalance, low temperature,
and water activity.

The possibility also exists, shown by the presence of
aerial microorganisms, that nonantarctic forms—for
example, Bacillus spp.—have been brought into the

area of the pond, increasing the likelihood that adap-
tive forms will develop.

Horowitz et al. (1972) point out that leaching of
rocks is unlikely on Mars, so that an environment of
concentrated CaC12, such as occurs in Don Juan
Pond, may not be present. However, examination of
Mariner 9 photographs indicates that aquatic ero-
sional features may have occurred on Mars. This
greatly increases the value of Don Juan Pond, not only
as a unique antarctic ecosystem, but in relation to the
biological exploration of Mars and the selection of
biologically important landing sites. With further ac-
tivities, including the Dry Valley Drilling Project,
planned for Don Juan Pond, it is essential that this
ecosystem be conserved as much as possible.

Continual monitoring of this ecosystem and the de-
gree of disturbance by human activity should be un-
dertaken. The presence of aerial microbial contami-
nants during the tenure of the December 1971 camp,
compared to negative results reported in 1962, shows
that contamination has already taken place.
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Soviet exchange scientist
at Byrd Station, Antarctica, 1971:

preliminary research results
A. V. SHIROCHKOV

Arctic and Antarctic Scientific Research institute
Leningrad

In 1971 the U.S.-U.S.S.R. exchange of antarctic
scientists, a tradition with both countries, continued.
The author spent a year as an exchange scientist at
the U.S. Byrd Station; his program covered the phy-
sics of the ionosphere and radio wave propagation.
The author was mainly concerned with the study of
abnormal events of radio wave absorption that are
characteristic of high geomagnetic latitudes.

In 1971 significant high latitudinal ionospheric dis-
turbances occurred; they also were recorded at Byrd
Station. These were polar cap absorption (PCA)
events. A riometer and other instruments recorded
such phenomena as auroral effects, cosmic noise ab-
sorption, low frequency emissions of the ionosphere,
and visual aurora.

The Byrd Station riometers recorded three PCA
events. One of them, which occurred January 24-29,
when the ionosphere was continuously sunlit, was
rather significant. The absorption started to intensify
on the 24th at 2030 UT, reaching maximum (12.7
decibels at 30 megaHertz) on the 25th of January at
2030 UT.

Comparing these data with riometer records made
at other antarctic stations reveals the latitudinal in-
homogeneity of the absorption, which seems to be
associated with the inhomogeneity of the solar cosmic
ray flux that causes this radio wave absorption. The
table shows maximum absorption values at 30 mega-
Hertz at antarctic stations.

Two zones of enhanced absorption are well marked:
one is in the vicinity of the geomagnetic pole (Vostok
Station) and the other in the vicinity of the auroral
zone (Byrd Station). In between is a zone of decreased
uniform absorption. It should be noted that the in-
dicator of frequency dependence of the absorption
(riometers at 30 and 50 megaHertz) at Byrd Station
turned out to be 1.1-1.2, while at McMurdo Station
it was 1.6-1.8.

It can be assumed that the cause of this uneven
latitudinal absorption is a so-called hard type of the
energy spectrum of solar cosmic rays. Data on the
latitudinal distribution of absorption during PCA
events, together with the estimated paths of solar cos-
mic rays, are important for improving knowledge of
the shape of the magnetosphere.

Interesting results on the solar cyclic variations of
the auroral type absorption were obtained.

This report would not be complete without men-
tioning the spirit of friendly cooperation that existed
at Byrd Station during the whole period. The author
would like to sincerely thank all the members of the
National Science Foundation's Office of Polar Pro-
grams staff for the interest they took in his work and
needs. Their arrangements for the author's visit to the
United States on his way home are greatly appre-
ciated.

Maximum absorption values (at 30 megaHertz) at four antarctic stations during the January 24-29, 1971, polar cap
absorption event.

Maximum absorption	 (UT)
Invariant	lat.	 at 30 MHz	 Time of maximum

Station	 (S.)	 (db)	 absorption (on Jan. 25)
Byrd	 68.80	 12.70	 2200
Mirny	 76.80	 9.95 (32 MHz)	 1200
McMurdo a	80.00	 11.00	 1800
Vostok	 84.30	 20.00	 1200

a Riometer observations by McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company.
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Studies on zooplankton-hydrographic
relationships with latitude

T. J. CARRYER and G. A. KNOX
University of Canterbury

Christchurch, New Zealand

For the last 2 years, the program of the University
of Canterbury Antarctic Unit has included plankton
research at Cape Bird. In addition, the under-ice
plankton at the Ross Shelf annual ice boundary is
being investigated. The aim of these studies is to
qualitatively and quantitatively investigate the sum-
mer phyto and zooplankton cycles in terms of chloro-
phyll, biomass, and numbers. Associated physical and
chemical parameters, including temperature, light,
and nutrients, also are being monitored. Based on an
analysis of changes in these factors, we plan to present
a matrix type illustration of the plankton-environment
relationships with advancing time.

As background for the coming Ross Ice Shelf drill-
ing program, the studies will provide a more extended
view of ice-edge conditions previously sampled at in-
dividual points, and will lead to formation of ade-
quate monitoring at the ice-edge as a control for the
inner ice shelf studies.

I participated in Eltanin Cruise 51 for comparative
collections, by the same methods, along the edge of the
Ross Ice Shelf. In addition, the cruise provided an
opportunity to collect a series of samples from New
Zealand south to the Ross Ice Shelf. Analysis of these
samples, combined with physical data collected by
other participants in cruise 51, would provide a simi-
lar matrix-type illustration with decreasing latitude.

Duplicate samples were taken at each station using

the Working Party2 (WP UNESCO) free-fall net
at depths of 200 and (where possible) 500 meters.

Eighty-six samples were collected for the above pro-
gram, and a further 38 samples were taken to provide
quantitative biomass data for De Paul University and
collection material for the Smithsonian Oceanograph-
ic Sorting Center.

An additional 55 samples were collected on Eltanin
Cruise 52 by the same methods. The University of Can-
terebury will use 18 samples for determination of zoo-
plankton distribution and density, and De Paul Uni-
versity will use 27 samples for biomass and metabolism
studies.

To date, all University of Canterbury antarctic
plankton samples have been taken with the UNESCO
Working Party 2 free-fall net, using both 1 milli-
meter and 200-micron meshes.

This net is a vertical sampling device. After launch
it falls at a velocity of approximately 1 meter per
second, fishing from the surface to the depth required.
At this point the line arrests the net, breaking the
"cocking string" (from A to B in the figure), and
draws in the choke rope (D). The net is then returned
to the surface in a closed condition, which prevents
the flow-meter recording and the net fishing, thus
giving a quantitative sample. The free-running line re-
quired to fish this way is obtained by using either a
coiled line, a reverse driven winch, or a free-running
winch; the latter is the most satisfactory.
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W P2 nets and sampling method

Net area (mouth) 0.25 square meter
Net length 2.5 meters
Net ring 1 5 x 1.27 centimeter steel,

approximately 25 kilograms
Net lashed to ring through 18 holes
A—tail of choke rope
B—fast end of choke rope
C—choke attachment to ring
13--choke rope
E—net/ ring lashing
F—bucket
G—towline
H—canvas
1--mesh

The net is a vertical sampling device. After launch it falls at a velocity of approximately 1 meter per
second, fishing from the surface to the depth required. At this point the line arrests the net, breaking the "cock-
ing string" (from A to B), and draws in the choke rope (D). The net is then brought to the surface in a
closed condition, which prevents the flow-meter recording and the net fishing, thus giving a quantitative sample.
The free running line required to fish this way is obtained by using either a coiled line, a reverse driven winch,
or a free running winch; the latter is preferred.
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United States Antarctic Research Program:
planned year-round research projects, 1973

Year-round research in the United States Antarctic Research Program will take place at McMurdo, Pole,
Siple, and Palmer Stations. Also, a U.S. exchange scientist will winter at the Soviet coastal station Molodezh-
naya (67°40'S. 45°51'E.). Below, these projects are described briefly, although new year-round projects, and
year-round projects that are experiencing nonroutine activity during the 1972-1973 summer season, are merely
listed here, having been described in the article, "United States Antarctic Research Program, 1972-1973: planned
field research projects," p. 218-224, September-October 1972 Antarctic Journal.

Following the project titles (in boldface) are the names of the principal investigators and their institutions.

McMurdo Station
Geodetic and upper atmosphere studies using arti-

ficial satellites. Dr. Arnold J . Tucker, University of
Texas. Data from an average of 1,000 satellite passes
a month, together with data from a worldwide net-
work of similar tracking stations, are recorded for use
in study of the earth's gravitational field. Also, the
motion of the earth's spin axis is measured by record-
ing variations in the satellite orbits. Comparison of the
Doppler effect (as deduced from the two received
harmonically related, phase-coherent signals) to the
calculated signals that would be received through a
theoretical vacuum yields data on scintillations in the
ionosphere.

Cosmic ray intensity variations. Dr. Martin A.
Pomerantz, Bartol Research Foundation. The observa-
tory at McMurdo, and similar observatories at Pole
Station and at Thule, Greenland, and Swarthmore,
Pennsylvania, record the variations in cosmic rays—by
means of meson telescopes—to investigate the solar-
induced electromagnetic state of interplanetary space
as well as of the immediate environs of the sun and the
earth. Other phenomena studied include propagation
through the magnetosphere, density gradients, and
diurnal, semidiurnal, and axial anisotropies. Recent
observations have established that a north-south aniso-
tropy is a characteristic of every cosmic ray storm.

Polar aurora radar system. Mr. James C. Hodges,
Stanford Research Institute. (Described on p. 219,
September-October 1972 Antarctic Journal.)

Unmanned geophysical observatory. Dr. Michael J.
Sites, Stanford University. (p. 219).

Siple Station
Magnetospheric research. Dr. R. A. Helliwell, Stan-

ford Research Laboratory. (p. 220.)
Energetic electron precipitation near the plasma-

pause. Dr. Theodore J . Rosenberg, University of
Maryland. (p. 220).

Fluxgate magnetometer studies. Dr. L. J . Lan-
zerotti, Bell Telephone Laboratories. (p. 220.)

Micropulsation observations. Dr. Lawrence J . Ca-
hill, Jr., University of Minnesota. (p. 221).

Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station
Geomagnetism. Mr. John D. Wood, Environmental

Research Laboratories, National Oceanic and At-
mospheric Administration. A Ruska magnetograph re-
cords variations in declination and in the horizontal
and vertical components of the earth's field. The data
are used in studying the secular change rates and dis-
tribution patterns of the geomagnetic field and have
been a major contribution to the preparation of world
magnetic charts. The program has operated at Pole
since 1959.

Seismicity. Mr. James F. Lander, Environmental
Research Laboratories, National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration. Far from the nearest recorded
earthquake (the antarctic continent is assumed aseis-
mic), the seismograph at Pole Station monitors seismic
events over the globe; it is one of a worldwide net-
work of similar instruments. Each year, about a hun-
dred hypocenters are recorded south of 45°S.

Cosmic ray intensity variations. Dr. Martin A.
Pomerantz, Bartol Research Foundation. (See descrip-
tion under McMurdo Station, p. 262.)
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Study of midday auroras. Dr. S. I. Akasofu, Uni-
versity of Alaska. Pole Station is in a unique location
for monitoring the amount of magnetic flux trans-
ferred from the day sector of the magnetosphere to the
magnetotail during magnetic storms; this is done by
measuring the latitudinal shift of a midday segment
of the auroral oval. All-sky photographs, taken at Pole
during the sunless period of April through August, are
used in conjunction with satellite data to provide the
amount of transferred magnetic flux.

Photometric observation of subvisual aurora. Dr.
Stephen B. Mende, Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company. The boundaries of the auroral oval are
much wider if the subvisual part of the spectrum is
included in measurements. The Lockheed photometer,
operated in a joint experiment with Boston College,
measures absolute intensity of auroral and airgiow
emissions at six selected levels between 4278 and 6300
angstroms to determine type and flux and energy spec-
trums of precipitating auroral particles. The results
are compared with simultaneous satellite data to de-
termine the effectiveness of protons and electrons in
exciting auroras.

Meteorology. Dr. Vaughn D. Rockney, National
Weather Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. Observations include (1) surface syn-
optic observations every 6 hours (every hour during
the flying season), (2) rawinsonde measurement of
pressure, temperature, humidity, and winds aloft, (3)
monitoring of upper-air weather, (4) continuous ex-
posure of filters to air for analysis of radioactive debris,
(5) twice-monthly collection of air samples in flasks
for analysis of carbon dioxide concentrations, (6)
measurement of atmospheric turbidity for the National
Air Pollution Control Administration, (7) twice-a-
month measurement of the vertical profile of ozone
and radiation fluxes, (8) thrice-daily ozone observa-
tions, and (9) continuous surface measurement of five
radiation parameters for research on the earth's heat
budget. The latter three programs are carried out by
a representative of NOAA's Environmental Research
Laboratories.

These data, in addition to providing for weather
forecasts essential to flight operations, are provided to
the World Weather Watch and are vital for long-term
and benchmark references on worldwide atmospheric
constituents and conditions.

Earth tides and earth's free vibrations. Dr. Louis B.
Slichter, University of California, Los Angeles. Varia-
tions in gravity are measured at 1-minute intervals to
determine the earth's tides and to observe the earth's
free vibrations as produced by earthquakes. These ob-
servations are correlated with other studies to evaluate,
among other things, small residual tidal effects due to
local or regional crustal tidal deformations.

Palmer Station
Biology and ecology of shallow-water benthic fora-

minifera. Dr. Jere H. Lipps, University of California
at Davis. ( p. 222.)

Addendum to 1972-1973 summer
season projects

Doppler satellite research. Mr. John House, U.S.
Geological Survey. Fixed satellite tracking facilities
will be installed at Palmer Station and at the Aus-
tralian station Casey. These stations, plus the Mc-
Murdo Station tracking facility, will serve as master
translocation stations for updating rover-backpack re-
ceivers which will be deployed with the Lassiter Coast
project (p. 221) and an Australian traverse being con-
ducted under the auspices of the International Ant-
arctic Glaciological Project (p. 221). The doppler ob-
servations at the fixed sites provide data on the effects
of the ionosphere and troposphere on radio wave
propagation as well as a more accurate determination
of the instantaneous spin-axis of the earth and its
polar motion. The fixed stations are planned to occupy
Palmer and Casey for several years, while the rover
stations will be deployed on field projects only during
the austral summer seasons.

Structural geology, sedimentology, and tectonic
history of South Georgia. Dr. Ian W. D. Dalziel,
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory, Columbia
University, and Dr. Robert H. Dott, University of Wis-
consin. South Georgia, the largest exposed microcon-
tinental block in the northeastern limb of the Scotia
Arc, is critical in the interpretation of the tectonic
development of the Arc. Research will be in coopera-
tion with the British Antarctic Survey during early
1973. Results should help to determine the history of
the breakup of Gondwanaland and the interrelation-
ships of nearby plates.

Support Force reorganized
Captain Alfred N. Fowler, USN, relieved Captain

Harry W. Swinburne, Jr., as commander, U.S. Naval
Support Force, Antarctica (Task Force 43), on Sep-
tember 6, 1972, bringing into effect a reorganization
of the support force first conceived almost a year ago.

With this change of command the location of the
support force was transfered from Washington, D.C.,
to the Construction Battalion Center, Davisville, R.I.,
and the formal title of the support force replaced that
of Antarctic Support Activities (ASA). All former de-
tachments of ASA became detachments of the support
force with no change in location or function. The
deployment headquarters were moved from Christ-
church, N.Z., to McMurdo Station.
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Winter flights to McMurdo Station
begin field season

This season's field activities began with the early
September arrival at McMurdo Station of 100 scien-
tists and support personnel on four LC-130 Hercules
flights from Christchurch, N.Z. The flights were com-
pleted after a 6-day delay due to a major cyclonic
storm centered in the Ross Sea. Four other flights were
aborted enroute at the point of safe return when it
became obvious that the airplanes could not reach
McMurdo without running out of fuel.

Two scientific projects began shortly after the arri -
val at McMurdo. A University of California (San
Diego) study of the freezing resistance in antarctic
fishes, led by Dr. Arthur L. DeVries, commenced
when several 1-meter-diameter holes were drilled
through the 1.4 meters of ice covering McMurdo
Sound. Three portable houses were set up over the
holes, and by late September reports indicated that
the fishing was proceeding well. A Virginia Polytech-
nic Institute and State University team led by Dr.
Robert C. Hoehn also arrived on one of the first
flights. The group will model freshwater and terres-
trial ecosystems in the dry valleys. Its early work in-
volved calibrating the equipment and setting up the
laboratory prior to securing field samples for analysis.

Also aboard the flights were 83 support personnel.
These included a 20-man Supply Overhaul Availabil -
ity Program (SOAP) team that will inventory the
supply system at McMurdo, identify items no longer
needed, and improve the system. Also arriving were
46 public works and construction men who prepared
Williams Field for the main deployment flights.

The deployment began in earnest in late September
and early October as three C-141A Starlifters and
three chartered commercial airliners brought 750
scientists, administrators, and support personnel from
the United States to New Zealand. The 438th Mili-
tary Airlift Wing (MAC), McGuire Air Force Base,
supplied the C-141s; American Airlines and Seaboard
World Airlines supplied the two B-707s and one DC-8.

In early October the Nimbus IV satellite was
turned on for weather forecasting assistance. Pictures
of continental cloud coverage were of such quality
that it was decided not to open Brockton Station, the

weather station on the Ross Ice Shelf at 800S.
178°W., eliminating the costs and hazards of open
field landings.

Preseason plans called for the first summer season
flights to McMurdo to begin on October 8, using Air
Force C-141s. This was designed to save the three re-
maining ski-equipped LC-130 Hercules transports for
use later in the season when the skis would be neces-
sary for operations. Another large storm, as severe as
the one that delayed the early September flights for 6
days, became centered over Ross Island and delayed
the first October flights for 2 days. The adverse wea-
ther also occurred in New Zealand: the Seaboard
World Airlines DC-8 spent 30 hours on the ground
in Auckland before it could proceed to Christchurch.

In late September it appeared that the annual sea
ice coverage in McMurdo Sound was less extensive
and less strong than in recent years. Mean ambient
air temperatures, 3 0 to 6°C. warmer during the 1972
austral winter than in previous winters, seem to have
combined with the effects of a series of storms charac-
terized by high winds to prevent much of the normal
formation of the sea ice. While the ice is presently
strong enough to support full air operations—Military
Airlift Command C-141s and Antarctic Development
Squadron Six (\TXE-6) LC-130s--a continuation of
the 1972 trend of light ice formation will curtail
wheeled aircraft operations, probably in December.

A New Zealand party traversing from Scott Base to
The Strand Moraines in early September reported
extremely rough ice surfaces with numerous ridges and
upended flows. They also encountered ice less than a
meter thick and many open water areas up to several
meters wide. This appears to rule out any overice
traverses with heavy equipment to Marble Point, al-
though final decisions will await an inspection by heli-
copters and light vehicles.

Early season inspections of the unmanned geophysi-
cal observatory (UGO) and the auroral radar site at
Arrival Heights indicate all equipment passed the
winter with no visible damage. Likewise, in spite of
record winter winds, the Siple Station vans stored at
McMurdo weathered the winter without damage.
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